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In the shadow of the Grand Ole Opry, Tom Ward
('79) orchestrates a major performance -

not in

concert, but on the ice. He is executive vice president in charge of marketing for the NHL's
Nashville Predators.
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PROMOTORAS DE SALUD
Magda Bullock ('90, '92M) and JMU students are training local Latinas to
become promotoras, or neighborhood ambassadors of health, who help other
new immigrants care for their families' health needs.

THE POWER
OF SERVICE
Saving the world is a powerful motivator for Peace Corps
ii: volunteers like Erica Bleeg ('96) and Meme McKee ('99),
lt
iJ' who show that service learning is potent enough to help

~

~

others - and themselves.
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Phil Vassar ('85) likes a simple

night - him, his piano and 25,000
fans. His country music hits are
tearing up the charts, while Car-

lene and Just Another Day in Paradise have already hit No. 1. Now
Hollywood agents are knocking at
the door for a soundtrack.
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who are true experts in their academic

ship. Can there be a better-known exam-

fields and who have dedicated their pro-

ple of helping others than the Peace Corps?

fessional lives to sharing that expertise.

JMU takes great pride in the fact that nearly

Academic readiness is a key element to
the JMU education, but there is a great
deal more. At JMU, we are not only

among all colleges and universities whose

we are also preparing educated men
and women to be meaningful con-

old volunteer organization. Experiences

tributors to society. Our mission state-

of JMU graduates who have served in the

ment, simply and to the point, states

Peace Corps in Sierra Leone, West Africa,

that goal: "We are committed to

and Nicaragua, form the basis for this

preparing students to be educated and

issue's cover story.

Our mission mirrors advice set forth

A

D

vidual faculty member. JMU is blessed to

Also highlighted is JMU's Center for
Service Learning, which coordinates the
efforts of some 2,000 students who are

more than 200 years ago by James Madi-

involved in community service not only

son, who told us that "the public good, the

in the United States but also in such far-

real welfare of the great body of the peo-

flung locales as Haiti, Mexico and Roma-

ple, is the supreme object to be pursued."

M

21st in the nation

alumni serve overseas with the 40-year-

enlightened citizens who will lead pro-

sity education is, without a doubt, the indi-

sized university -

a medium-

preparing educated men and women,

ductive and meaningful lives."

The heart of a James Madison Univer-

40 of our alumni are serving as Peace Corps
volunteers. This ranks JMU -

nia. Yet another story in this issue describes

We have not made a conscious attempt

work that JMU students are doing to help

to direct our programs in a fashion that

Latino immigrants in the Harrisonburg

would fit with Mr. Madison's advice. It is

area to promote good health practices in

pleasing, however, to find that the long-

their community.

time objectives and goals of the university

Throughout campus, the state, the

mesh so smoothly with the guidance that

nation and the world, JMU students and

I

have a faculty of men and women who

0
N

have committed their professional lives to

u

scholarly pursuits and to sharing their

our namesake provided for the new nation.

alumni are living lessons learned at the

expertise with the young men and women

As we strengthen the relationship between

university by reaching out to help their

who are our students.

Mr. Madison and the university, we are even

fellow human beings and to enhance the

more conscious of following his advice.

"public good" that Madison described.
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Generation after generation of stufrom the days

As important as formal classroom edu-

The horrifying events of Sept. 11 have

of the normal school to today's vibrant

cation is, it has long been only part of the

shown that, more than ever, we all need

dents at our institution -

have spoken with pride of

total educational experience JMU offers. At

one another. We want our students to be

the close professor-student relationship that

JMU, learning takes place for the student

educated but, just as importantly, we want

exists here. The "all together one" spirit of

during every waking moment, in all parts

them to be prepared to make a contribu-

JMU is directly linked to faculty members

of campus -

tion to society. It will be citizens like JMU

university -

classrooms, residence halls,

who care and who reach out to touch the

dining areas, athletics fields, meeting

graduates who will help us overcome the

lives of their students. We have a superb

rooms. Our goal is to instill in our stu-

current threat to our way of life and to

faculty. In this issue of Montpelier, you

dents a sense of the importance of the

reach a new level of American greatness.

will read about five professors who have

public good -

received highest honors for their work

cated but also growing as individuals who

from their peers or professional organi-

will enrich society.

zations. These five are representative of
our entire faculty -

men and women

of not only being edu-

Community service and helping one's
neighbors are at the heart of good citizen-

Linwood H. Rose
President

athletes. The center will include computer labs, study
areas and tutorial areas.
The academic center will
be named the Challace McMillin Academic Center, in
honor of JMU's first football
coach. Today McMillin is a
professor in JMU's School of
Kinesiology and Recreation.
Also on the second floor
will be space for the JMU
Sports Hall of Fame, a reception area, team meeting rooms
and coaches' offices.
Construction time for the
building will be about a year
and a half after the fund drive

Two $1 million gifts get the ball rolling
for a new athletic performance center
Mickey Matthews says that the

ment for the building. About

ed two $1 million commit-

quality of facilities can weigh

$3 million toward the project

ments toward the university'

heavily in a university's ability

will come from JMU's reserve

future $10 million Athletic Pe -

to recruit outstanding student-

account, with $7 million to

E
A

formance Center, which w

athletes. "Recruiting efforts at

be raised from gifts. No tax

w

be constructed in the sou

colleges around the country

funds will go toward the cen-

N
T

"The Athletic Performance

very often succeed, or fail,

ter's construction.

The two $1 million com-

Center will provide the sup-

because of the institution's

mitments are part of JMU's

port services necessary to en-

total private fund-raising goal

sure the total success of our

told the audience, ''I've seen

end of Bridgeforth Stadium.

--

I

E. "Ed" Bridgeforth Jr. and
his family.

Head

football

After the dinner and the
gift announcement, Showker

of $7 million toward the future

student-athletes;' Funkhouser

JMU evolve from a small

center. The remaining $3 mil-

told about 150 university sup-

teachers college to a major

lion will come from the uni-

porters. "JMU and our stu-

university. I'm happy to play

versity's reserve account.

dent-athletes are counting on

a role in enhancing the oppor-

Joseph K. Funkhouser II,

)

5

coach

ner in October, JMU announc-

I

The $10 million figure includes furnishings and equip-

At a campaign kickoff din-

I

has reached its goal, according to Bourne.

tunities for JMU's excellent

the support of alumni, friends

a Harrisonburg realtor who

and donors to provide this~

is heading the fund drive, says

type of facility."

onditioning center, training/

student-athletes."

rehabilitation facilities and an

Showker is rector of the

the million-dollar gifts and

Athletics Director Jeff

equipment room. On game

JMU Board of Visitors and

pledges came from Zane Show-

Bourne said the new facility

days, the JMU football team

has served on the board since

ker, a Harrisonburg business-

is needed so that JMU can "re-

will enter the playing field

1994. He is chairman emeritus

man and philanthropist, and

cruit the finest student-athletes,

from the new center.

of Sysco Food Services in Har-

the Bridgeforth family of Win-

those who can perform with

The second floor will in-

risonburg. Showker Hall, the

chester. Bridgeforth Stadium

equal prowess on the field

clude an academics center that

university's College of Busi-

is named for the late William

and in the classroom."

will be used by all student-

ness building, is named in his
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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1son
Pulitzer Prize-win-

White House Fellow under

and while studying for her

Other activities planned for

ning author Doris

Lyndon Johnson, Goodwin is

graduate degree, interned with

the university's celebration of

Kearns Goodwin

also author of The Fitzgeralds

the State Department and the

Madison Week, March 12-15,

House of Representatives.

will address the

and The Kennedys and Lyn-

university on March 15 as

don Johnson and the Ameri-

keynote speaker for Madison

can Dream.

Day 2002.

Many of Goodwin's biog-

In 1967, Goodwin became

include a coJJoquium on the
Second Amendment, a lecture

a White House Fellow and

by Supreme Court Justice

later, assistant to President

Clarence Thomas and tours

Goodwin earned the 1995

raphies offer a unique per-

Johnson. She earned a doctor-

of the James Madison Center.

Pulitzer Prize for History for

spective on what makes a

ate degree in government in

For more infor mation on

her bestseller, No Ordinary

successful leader and on the

1968 and began teaching

this year's Madison Week

Time: Franklin and Eleanor

motives and actions of our

courses on the presidency and

events, call Glenda Rooney,

Roosevelt, the Home Front in

country's greatest political

American history at Harvard

associate vice president for

World War II. A former Har-

leaders. Goodwin graduated

University, where she remain-

parent and constituent rela-

vard University professor and

from Colby College in 1964,

ed for nearly 10 years.

tions, (540) 568-3 193."'
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

his entire family. "All of us in

fflUIAlS

animate campus spirit

the B,ridgeforth family have a
deep affection for JMU. We
are proud to make this gift to
enhance the facilities in the

An artist's rendition of the ]MU
Athletic Performance Center.

stadium, which bears our family name;' he says.

pleted several murals in vari-

honor. One of JMU's major

ous locations in Taylor and

benefactors, Showker has serv-

Warren, including a sprawl-

Bridgeforth and his broth-

ed in a leadership capacity on

er, W.E. Bridgeforth III, pres-

ing mural of the Montpelier

a number of boards and coun-

ident of the bottling company,

mansion in the loft of the

cils. His son, Joseph Showker,

are graduates of JMU, as are

JMU Campus Center. The

is a JMU alumnus and played

their sisters, Diane B. Lively,

on the football team.

who was on the JMU Board

Art is an exposure of iden-

style is reminiscent of the

tity. Thanks to Jennifer Bai-

realist American artist Edward

James Scott Bridgeforth,

of Visitors from 1992 to 1996,

ley ('02), the walls in Warren

Hopper. Bailey's second mural

vice president of Royal Crown

and Karen Eyles. Their father,

and Taylor halls are alive with

in Warren is of the icehouse

Bottling Co. of Winchester,

"Ed" Bridgeforth, was on the

the spirit of students and

on the Montpelier estate.

says his gift was on behalf of

board from 1982 to 1990.~

James Madison.

In Taylor Down Under,

Staff at Taylor Down

Bailey's mural depicts students

Under, an eatery and study

in a setting of a typical day at

lounge in Taylor Hall, held a

the eatery and study lounge.

contest to choose a student

"The atmosphere in Taylor

artist to create murals in both

Down Under is laid back,"

Warren and Taylor halls. Con-

says Bailey. "I tried to create

testants were asked to create

that sense in the mural."

mural concepts depicting

Bailey painted additional

themes of the JMU student

murals of Montpelier's formal

experience and Montpelier,

gardens and entranceway in

the family home of James

Taylor. Her favorite campus

Madison. Judges reviewed a

mural is a grandiose painting

JI fflE marches on
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on the fourth floor of Taylor,
next to a large window over-

rertown, Va., to bring the

looking Warren. Bailey's inspi-

JMU President Linwood H.

250th birthday. The capsule

JMU spirit to campus walls.

ration for the design was

Rose and James Madison Cen-

will be opened in March 2051,

Bailey impressed the judges

drawn from tying together the

ter Director Phil Bigler ('7 4,

on the 300th anniversary of

with a submission of photos

themes of students and James

'76M) presided over a Consti-

Madison's birth. The capsule

of murals she had created in

Madison. She went through

tution Day ceremony Sept. 17,

contains a letter from Rose to

her high school. To obtain

many sketches before finally

as JMU celebrated the reopen-

the JMU president in 2051 and

ideas for designs pertaining

deciding on a design that is

ing of the James Madison

letters from the 2000-01 and

to the theme of Montpelier,

full of symbolism. "I was

Center and dedicated a time

2001-02 SGA presidents. Also

Bailey visited James Madison's

thinking of how James Madi-

capsule honoring the 250th

included are items from the

estate in Orange County, took

son is the Father of our Con-

anniversary of Madison's birth.

March 2001 celebrations, cam-

photographs and bought note

stitution. The mural shows

The time capsule began as

pus publications, a JMU T-

cards with pictures of differ-

him as if he is holding a baby,

a project associated with JMU's

shirt, sports memorabilia, a

ent parts of the historic prop-

yet it's the Constitution.~

March celebration of Madi-

Viewbook and news clippings

son Day and James Madison's

from the academic year."'

Denisse Paz ('03)
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variety of entries and selected
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N
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junior Jennifer Bailey of Mau-

erty. Last summer, she com-

7
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Magda Bullock, a lay health program
instructor, and a student select and
weigh fresh fruit at a local market.

Promotoras

de Salud

ambassadors of neighborhood health

A CIRCLE OF WOMEN FROM ARGENTINA, COLOMBIA, GUATEMALA,

ties, though the course only
aims to train volunteers.

MEXICO AND PUERTO RICO DISCUSS THE FOOD PYRAMID IN SPANISH.

8
"WE NEED TO EAT MORE FRUITS AND VEGETABLES," SAYS COLOMBIA

extended family-style support. "They say, oh, here's the

Bullock calls daily servings

'grandma,"' See, 37, says. She

of beans fine as long as other

also trained as a health inter-

foods are varied. The women

preter in a program operated

discuss the American hazard

by the Blue Ridge Area Health

J

A
M
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NATIVE MAGDA PUERTA-0SSA BULLOCK, INSTRUCTING THIS SEGMENT OF

M
A

D
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"We buy everything fresh. It's

When a child gets an earache, notes nursing professor

ing to take their places among

chicken soup there and here."

Linda Hulton, language bar-

approximately 70 local pro-

See, also a facilitator at the

riers or lack of insurance

N
N
I

V

The women note that
sweet potatoes -

recom-

Education Center (a partnership with JMU).

not the same thing to make

THE LAY HEALTH PROMOTION PROGRAM, PROMOTORAS DE 5ALUD.

D

u

of'overweight.' Adela See says
that at home in Guatemala,

E

A

mended for Vitamins A and

motoras, helping fellow new-

health department, became a

may keep parents from seeing

I

C and potassium -

are

comers care for their health.

promotora in 2001, and joined

a physician until symptoms

camotes in Central America;

In addition to nutrition, topics

that program's five-member,

worsen, and they rush to an

batatas farther south.

range from oral hygiene and

part-time staff as an assistant

emergency room. The child

s

T
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Bullock, a nutritionist with

family planning to AIDS,

health education coordinator.

has grown sicker; costs have

the Harrisonburg-Rockingham

tuberculosis and access to care.

Helping people choose doc-

doubled. "There is not an easy

County Health Department,

As the traditional caregivers,

tors, apply for Medicaid, read

fix;' Hulton says. Yet parents

earned her undergraduate

women are the focus, says Beth

prescription labels and check

may turn to a trained promo-

degree and master's in dietetics

Rodgers, Promotoras director.

blood pressures are part of

tora -

from JMU. Like other instruc-

Nora Ramos-Martinez says

her routine, on and off the

co-worker or fellow-church

a neighbor, relative,

tors, she volunteers time for

"I hope to better myself,

clock. By August 2001,promo-

member. She may take the

this sixth session of 10-week

health-wise and knowledge-

toras had logged 1,854 such

child's temperature, persuade

Saturday classes.

wise." Classmate Juana Avila

"health encounters."

them a doctor is needed and

says, "I want to have a better

Many immigrants, See says,

like Bullock and several thou-

job, doing something to help

"come from the countryside

While mothers study,

sand other Latinos - live near

people." Several promotoras

without family." They depend

trainees' children explore the

Harrisonburg. They are train-

are employed in health facili-

on someone like her for

playground at the Promotoras'

The class' 10 women -

find an interpreter.

------------------------+ -----------------------" ,..

current home, Asbury United

grant. The 2001 budget was

Methodist Church. This Sat-

$52,747, primarily compris-

urday, they're joined by JMU

ing "in kind" contributions

students. Sophomore Sarah

of volunteer hours and space

Davelaar encourages a tiny,

(including offices and admini-

quiet girl named Evelyn down

strative services from JMU).

a slide, then scoops her into a

Though the grant expired in

hug. Evelyn may not know

January 2002, Rodgers says

much English yet; and Dave-

contributors will keep the pro-

laar says that in Spanish, "I

gram going through this year.

know hola and gracias and

For 2003 and beyond, AHEC

that's it. That's the thing I'm

Director Christopher Nye says

learning -

a smile is a uni-

fund raising will be critical.

Junior Kristin Callahan

nesses dependent on Hispanic

As a nutritionist with the Harrisonburg-Rockingham County Health Department, Magda Bullock teaches her students the importance of reading and
comparing nutrition labels on all kinds offoods and seasonings.

hands a toddler a dodge ball.

employment may be tapped

a poultry plant, Mexican res-

versal language!'

Children

chase

Cutbacks may occur, but busi-

Students work on the cur-

marketing

and other grants obtained.

taurant and Hispanic neigh-

riculum in Hulton's commu-

major Martha Kelley Sams in a

Promotoras' survival depends

borhoods. After organizers

nity health nursing class, Care

round of "Duck, Duck,

on a sense of ownership by the

listed topics based on needs,

of Vulnerable Populations.

Chicken!' Sarah Stanitz, a jun-

Hispanic community, Nye

students located materials

Promotoras instructors, like

ior art major and JMU Opti-

says: "They're ambassadors."

and created Power Point com-

Bullock, are experts in their

9

mist Club treasurer, recently

The Promotoras idea grew

puterized lesson plans. Their

fields; Hulton says, "We just

M

led Promotoras' children in

from a program in Rich-

curriculum was translated into

give them a jumping off

language-skill games. "The

mond's inner city and has

Spanish. "Developing the les-

point." Her students compile

kids would laugh about how

inspired groups in Winchester

son plan helped me to focus

and update resource guides

badly I pronounced Spanish,

and Nelson County to launch

my teaching" of patients, says

for Promotoras, including lists

but I learned a lot." The Opti-

programs. Inquiries have come

Jannuzzi, a native of the Phil-

of local pharmacies providing

mist Club's Madison Chapter

from as far away as Texas.

ippines, nurse at Winchester

Spanish interpretation. Stu-

Rose Jannuzzi ('99), helped

Medical Center and family

dents have taught Promotora

The Promotoras began in

write the initial Promotoras

nurse practitioner student at

trainees how to take blood

1999 with a three-year Vir-

curriculum. She and fellow-

George Mason University.

pressures and given children's

ginia Health Care Foundation

nursing students first visited

focuses on helping children.
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Seniors Carol Puryear and
Krystal

Woodson

recently

helped revise the curriculum
-

!MU students Jackie Kemp and Melissa Fortin show a Promotoras student how
she can select a healthful product using expiration dates and nutrition labels.
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updating statistics and

workshops with visits from
firefighters and rescue workers.
Promotora graduate Iris

Ramos supplies lunch at most

child car seat information,

training sessions. One of her

looking for "Mr. Yuck" poison

menus features a juicy 20-

warning stickers. Puryear, who

pound turkey; "yellow rice"

has interned in a critical care

with peas, carrots and red

unit, says, "I liked looking at

peppers; a salad and fresh

the community side of nurs-

fruit. For one session, Bul-

ing because you can definitely

lock had trainees bring their

see your effects!' Woodson,

own dishes, tweaking tradi-

who hopes to be a nurse prac-

tional recipes with their new

titioner, says the Latino popu-

health knowledge.

lation "is sometimes ignored."

- Chris Edwards

2
D
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and has helped raise funds

Jonathan Monroe

for earthquake victims in

Five prafessars have been hanared during the past
year far teaa:hing eH1:ellen1:e and lifetime and 1:areer
aa:hievement in and aut af the 1:lassraam.

Biology pro-

Nicaragua and volunteered

fessor Jona-

for Operation Smile. He has

than Momoe

hosted National Public Radio

received the 2001 Excellence

programs on social work

in Teaching Award from the

topics and served as a disc

American Society of Plant

jockey for the jazz program

Biologists last summer. The

Professor Blues.

ASPB, founded in 1924, has a
global membership of 5,000

Nicholas Bankson

CSD accreditation standards.
He was the 1997 Visiting

guage path-

Erskine Fellow at the Univer-

Psychology

ology profes-

sity of Canterbury in New

professor Vir-

sor Nicholas Bankson, who

Zealand and will again serve

chairs JMU's program in com-

in that capacity in 2002.

munication sciences and disorders, received a lifetime

10
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Virginia
Andreoli Mathie

Speech-lan-

Gregory Versen

plant-science researchers who
bestow the top teaching award
every three years.
Monroe, who joined the

ginia Andreoli

faculty in 1992, was honored

Mathie received the Ameri-

for his commitment to the

can Psychological Associa-

science of plant biology at the

tion's 2002 Distinguished Con-

local, regional and national

achievement award from the

Social work pro-

tributions Award. She will

levels. He has been a volunteer

American Speech-Language-

fessor Gregory

accept the formal citation and

laboratory instructor at local

Hearing Association at the

Versen, who re-

$1,000 honorarium at the APA

high schools, run educational

organization's annual conven-

tired last fall, received the

convention in Chicago in

exercises in plant biology for

tion in November.

Lifetime Achievement Award

August 2002.

elementary schools and served

E

s

The award recognizes con-

from the Virginia chapter of

M

tributions of such excellence

the National Association of

the JMU faculty for 26 years,

that they have enhanced or

Social Workers in June. The

was honored for her contri-

altered the course of the pro-

achievement award recognizes

butions to the applications of

biology has helped secure a

u

fession. Nominees must be

members of the NASW who

psychology through her work

series of National Science

I

known for a lifelong innova-

have demonstrated outstand-

on the Psychology Partner-

Foundation grants for the

tive clinical practice, rigorous

ing accomplishments over an

ships Project: Academic Part-

university, and more than 20

research, effective adminis-

entire career and beyond the

nerships to Meet the Teach-

tration and legislative activity,

social work profession.

ing and Learning Needs of
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outstanding teaching or other
distinguished contributions.

Versen taught at JMU from

Mathie, who has served

as an instructor for the Virginia Native Plants Society.
Monroe's research in plant

I

students have gained handson experience in his research

the 21st Century. Her leader-.t:--:7.1111!:!!!!!l::l~b. oratory. He also serves on

1977 to 2001. He received the

Bankson was selected for

lifetime award for contribu-

national Council on Under-

his 17 years as department

tions to Virginia's NASW

graduate Research and chairs

head at Boston University and

chapter as a member of its

the council's biology division.

eight years as department head

board of directors and for his

Monroe founded Planted,

at JMU. He is co-author of

work as a member of the

a worldwide newsgroup and

the textbook, Articulation of

strategic planning task force.

resource for exchanging infor-

Phonological Disorders, which

He is also the founder of the

mation and ideas for teach-

is considered a standard among

NASW-Virginia student rally,

communication sciences and

which celebrated its 20th an-

ing plant biology. Planted is
~ ork on the part-

disorders professionals. Bank-

niversary in 2000. Versen con-

nership proj'ect and was the

son has chaired national com-

tributed to the 1995 White

Harry Kirke Wol e speaker at

mittees that have rewritten

House Conference on Aging

located on BIOSCI, an international set of electronic co
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Event Dates/Cities
12/13/01 - Tidewater, Va.

2/1/02 - Philadelphia, Pa.

10/17/02 - Richmond, Va.

1/10/02 - Winchester, Va.

2/6/02 - Atlanta, Ga.

TBA - San Francisco, Calif.

1/17/02 - Charlotte, N.C.

2/28/02 - Triangle, N.C.

TBA - Southern California

1/24/02 - Roanoke, Va.

3/29/02 - Southern Florida

TBA - New York/New Jersey

1/31/02 - Baltimore, Md.

9/5/02 - Washington, D.C.

TBA - Shenandoah Valley

Great Grad Gifts
Parents and alumni, get the latest products
brought to you by the JMU Alumni Association.
Seiko JMU Watches
Featuring the university seal in high relief
and finished in silver and 14 karat gold.
Interest-free installment plan available.
To order call (800) 355-1145
(Operator 345GW()

Diploma Frames
Adiploma signifies more than a degree it symbolizes all the hard work, fun and
achievement of a graduate's college years.
Preserve it for a lifetime with an
imported hardwood frame.
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To order call 800-422-4100

Questions? Call the JMU Office of Alumni Relations toll free at: (888) JMU-ALUM
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Do you get it?
i
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The JMU Alumni Association's E-mail newsletter is a FREE
monthly publication that provides you with brief summaries of
what's happening on campus, the alumni association's events and
activities, and JMU sports updates. You can now view a Web-based
version of the publication in full color with graphics and photos.
To subscribe to this electronic newsletter simply E-mail
alumni-request@jmu.edu and type the word SUBSCRIBE in
the subject line. You'll be automatically added to the distribution
list and well on your way to staying informed about the exciting
things that are happening at James Madison University.

•

Questions?
Call the Office of Alumni Relations toll free at: (888) ]MU-ALUM .

John Woody ('77)

Celtic and Hispanic m usIC
performances, a study abroad

Media arts
and design

fair and an internat io nal

professor

photo contest. The week also

John Woody was selected to

featured an Honors P rogram

join Apple Computer's Dis-

lecture on God, Ancestors

tinguished Educato r Program

and Forest Spirits: An African

for 2001-02. Woody is o ne of

System of Thought, by his-

five faculty m em bers chosen

tory professor Joseph O pala.

nationally to join the pro-

JMU biology p rofessor Ivor

gram's creative and design cate-

Knight, on leave to work for

gory, and he is the fi rst Jam es

the U.S. Agency for In terna-

Madison University professor

tional Development in Wash -

to receive this hono r.

ington, D.C., organized a panel

The competitive program

discussion on world hunger,

a:annea:tedness

recognizes educators who promote excellence in education

International Week takes on new relevance

through technology in pre-K

where scientists and p olicym akers discussed the role o f
science and technology in re-

through postgraduate pro-

The university's fourth

grams. Woody was cited for

International Week Festival,

International Programs Director Bethany Oberst.

d ucing world hunger.
Panelists and speakers in-

his expertise in digital m edia,

Sept. 22-29, took on new

George Saliba, Maltese am-

cluded Per Pinstrup An der -

more specifically his develop-

meaning and importance since

bassador to the United States,

son , director general of the

ment of the un iversity video,

it so closely followed the ter-

spoke on Malta and its rela-

International

One Day, One University: A

rorist attacks of Sept. 11.

tionship with America, and

Research Institute; Cath erin e

students h eard a presentatio n

Ives, director of the Agricul-

Video Chronicle oflames Madison University.
The 24-ho ur m aratho n
video shoot required 100 student and professional videographers to record a day of
campus life at the university.
Editors used footage to pro-

"Even th ough some guest

Food

Policy

tary, sales of which h elped

Media Arts and Design Scholarship fund. Woody will join
other Apple Distinguished

M
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lectures were canceled because

on JMU 's Summer in M alta

tural Biotechnology Support

of the federal airline lockdown,

program. Other activities dur-

Project and visiting p rofessor

the rest of our International

ing the week included an inter-

at Michigan State Un iversity;

Week programs b rought a

national community festival,

and Jonathan Monroe, JMU

multicultural connectedness

an internation al flag parade,

biology professor.~

that was much n eeded," says

an African Drum Fest ival,

- Michelle Hite ('BB)

duce a 25-min ute documen-

raise money for the School of

11

In memoriam
H orace Burr Jr., professor emeritus of com munication arts, died on Oct. 29, 2001. He lived in Charlottesville an d was a former president of both the Albemarle Art Association and the Virginia Hearing
and Speech Foundation. He directed the JMU drama department from 1965 to 1977 and served as uni-

Educators in demonstrating

versity curator from 1977 to 1983. Burr earned his undergraduate degree from DePauw University and

and discussing digital media

a m aster's degree from the University of Southern California. He also studied sculpture in New York and

applications using Apple hard-

Florence, Italy, and won many awards for his mixed-media artwork in the United States and abroad.

ware and software. He has

Thomas W. Leigh, professor emeritus of English, died on Oct. 12, 2001. He retired from the JMU

also been invited to present a

faculty in 1982 after 32 years of teaching English. He taught at Staunton Military Academy an d

guest lecture at the Broadcast

McGuire's University School of Richmond before entering the Army Air Corps in 1942. He was

Education Association con-

assigned to the Japanese Language School at the University of Michigan, where he later earned a master's

ference in April.~

degree in English. He was an active member of Trout Unlimited and the Waynesboro Unitarian Church.
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Kevin Borg chronicles the
auto's advance across America

he needed more education.

the inspiration for his auto

"As we approached the '80s

course, which chronicles the

and the computerization and

auto's advance across Amer-

packaging under the hood

ica and examines its impact

became tighter, it became

in the American way of life.

more difficult for me, with a

"The automobile has been

mechanical background, to

an epoch-defining technology

understand the computerized

for the 20th century;' Borg

end;' he says. I just didn't get

says. "It started as a plaything

that spaghetti of vacuum

for the rich, and it's become

hoses that an '80s car had.
"That's when I started

the most ubiquitous piece of
technology in America. Few

going to night school at com-

people can get along without

munity college to be a better

one, and the degree to which

mechanic. That was my first

Americans have used the

Mechanic-turned-professor sparks students' interest in history.

Ir. liaall llr1•1II
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HERE'S NO ENGINE

<lino, Calif., (a stop on the

hoist or massive rolling

famed Route 66). Borg's father

intention. Then I discovered,

automobile to shape their

tool chest where Kevin Borg

and uncle owned a tire store

'I can do math better; I can do

lives, culture and physical
environment is stunning."

teaches. He doesn't wear cov-

in Southern California's hot-

English class. Maybe I'll do

eralls to class. But when Borg

bed of small racetracks; and

something else.' And, so it

Americans have shaped

describes the workings of an

to help promote the business,

evolved. A couple years after

their communities and their

internal combustion engine,

and for fun and adventure,

high school, I was tired of

houses around the automo-

his students listen.
Their teacher, after all, isn't

the elder Borg raced at the

coming home with grease up

bile. "The process of subur-

local Orange Show Speedway.

to my elbows."

banization is largely depend-

merely conveying book know-

"I remember the race car

After transferring to the

ent upon the automobile,"

ledge; he's telling them about

being in the shop, and that was

University of California at

Borg says. "It started with

the workings of a piece of tech-

really cool;' Borg says. His in-

Riverside, Borg earned a bach-

trolley cars, but you can only

nology he knows inside and

terest in cars on and off the

elor's degree in history. From

get so much of a cluster

out. Borg is a self-described

track led him to vocational

there it was on to the Univer-

around the trolleys. The auto-

former "grease monkey;' who

training in auto repair dur-

sity of Delaware for master's

mobile just obliterates space."

traveled a very atypical path

ing high school.

to his current role as a pro-

"I graduated a semester

and doctoral study and to

People free to travel more

Washington, D.C., as a Smith-

extensively needed a place to

fessor in JMU's department

early from high school;' Borg

sonian fellow at the National

keep their autos when not on

of history, where he teaches a

says, "largely because I'd taken

Museum of American History.

the road. House architecture
changed: the garage began as

slice-of-life course, The Auto-

so much auto shop and weld-

Borg's dissertation, "From

mobile in American Life.

ing and metal shop, without

the Village Blacksmith to Mr.

a detached building by the

"I grew up in the auto-

college credit or AP courses."

Good Wrench: Creating Auto

alley, in keeping with horse-

mobile culture," Borg says of

A couple years into the

Mechanics in Technology's

and-carriage customs, then, for

his upbringing in San Bernar-

auto repair trade, Borg knew

Middle Ground," is part of

convenience, crept closer to the

t

house until finally it became
part of the dwelling. Autos
have also played a part in
Americans' leisure lives. Auto
touring and camping were
early diversions as auto-makers offered tents and add-ons
to make cars more comfortable in the field. Auto sport
grew from cross-continent rallies to modern auto racing.
Manufacturers involved in
racing hope consumers will
buy their cars for the streets.

1

I

11ST IIV
"It started with Al Sloan and
General Motors in the '20s;'
Borg says. "Henry Ford had
locked up the market with the
Model T -

'any color you

want as long as it's black: And
it was cheap so he could sell
to the masses, but people grew
weary of the same Tin Lizzy."
Sloan began to offer choices
in paint color, chrome, interiors and progressively more expensive makes. "Therein the
message: You don't always
want a Model T in black;' says
Borg. "The whole idea of styling, status, advertising begins
the association that your automobile is you."
What does the mechanic
turned professor drive? "Ones
I can afford and fix, a Toyota
pickup and a Ford Taurus.'~
-

Janet L. Smith ('Bl )

bun at the nape of her neck,
and she spoke in a slow, deliberate manner with just a trace
of a Southern drawl. She learned the name of every student
in her class, but unlike any
professor I have ever kn own,
she called her students by

HELEN POINDEXTER: SPARKING A PASSION FOR LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE

their last names only. I was
"Zazzali" -

HER BOOTS were the first

thing a new student noticed.
They were rubber rain boots

not Miss Zaz-

zali, or even Ms. Zazzali just Zazzali.
In the spring of 1983, the

that reached almost to her

second semester of my fresh-

knees -

an accessory that

man year, I entered Helen

most students would imme-

Poindexter's classroom for

diately poke fun at. Yet there

the first time. I was taking her

was something about the way

Survey of Prose Fiction class

this professor carried herself

as an elective. My major at

that made one hesitate to

the time was sociology, and

snicker, even after discover-

although I had always loved

14

ing that her name was Pro-

to read, I hadn't considered

J

fessor Poindexter.

English as a major course of

A

M
E

Her flame red hair was

study. After all, I had no in-

Professor emerita of English Helen Poindexter taught at JMU for 32 years.

always pulled back in a loose

terest in teaching, and what

IAfflPU

Gitt opens baak
far literaa:y 1:enter

supports community enrich-
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A proposed university lit-

ment programs that help create a skilled work force, contri-

eracy center, which will help

buted $50,000 toward the liter-

hoo! Internet Life magazine

Shenandoah Valley school-

acy center's projected $131,000

Two College of Busi-

ranked JMU 53rd in its fifth

children with literacy diffi-

budget. The fo undation has

ness programs were

national Most Wired Col-

culties, got a head start with

also contributed more than

ranked among the top

leges Survey. Partnered with

a lead contribution from the

$485,000 to other JMU pro-

100 business programs

Peterson's, a leading pro-

Verizon Foundation.

grams over the last few years.

in the nation by U.S.

vider of educational content,

The JMU Literacy Center

News & World Report Online

Yahoo! magazine annually sur-

will operate a clinic on cam-

in September. The College of

veys 1,300 institutions to gauge

pus and on-site at tutoring

Business management pro-

how universities have incor-

centers in local schools fo r

0.£ ReU/6 and
Yahna laud JfflU

ranked 98th. In October, Ya-

Grad sa:haal
goes ta 1:allege
The JMU Board of Visi-

gram ranked 52nd in the

porated network technologies

assessment and instruction of

tors approved the new Col-

nation, marking the program's

into campus life via infrastruc-

students with reading prob-

lege of Graduate and Profes-

first appearance on the list.

ture, Web portals, e-learning

lems and with reading Eng-

sional Programs to coordinate

The college's business program,

opportunities, tech support

lish as a second language. The

graduate and postgrad uate

which annually makes the list,

and wireless access.

Veri zon Foundation, which

education campuswide. The

.

else could one do with a major
in English?

that the passion I have for lit-

faculty members with the

erature, for language, for writ-

university and each other.

Professor Poindexter never

pretations, I did not panic

ing and expression, comes

explicitly interpreted litera-

when it came time to take the

close to hers, and that I might

ture for her students or even

first in-class essay exam. How-

be able to spark that same

Diane Zazzali

suggested that there was only

ever, when Professor Poindex-

passion in the students who

DeBella ('86)

one way to interpret a novel

ter returned my work, self-

enter my classroom.

earned

or story. Instead, she asked

doubt overwhelmed me. At the

-DianeZa=liDeBella ('86)

master's from

A.Bour THE AUTIIOR

her

probing, open-ended ques-

top of my essay, she had writ-

San Diego State University. She

tions that allowed her stu-

ten, "Please see me" in bold

has taught writing and litera-

dents to truly examine their

red ink. I hesitantly approach-

Helen Poindexter earned

ture at colleges in California,

own ideas -

ed her after class, and my

her bachelor's degree from

Colorado and Vermont; and

stomach flip-flopped as she

West Virginia University, a

her poetry and non-fiction

began, "Now Zazzali -

master's from Madison Col-

has been published in Vermont

ideas that she

considered as valid as her own.
It was this approach that

J

Knowing that I was expected to share my own inter-

why

ABOUI'THEPROFESSOR

led to many in-depth class

aren't you an English major?"

lege and a doctorate in Eng-

Literary Review, Offerings, Cali-

discussions and a process of

It was that question that

lish from the University of

fornia Quarterly, Valley Voices,

active learning that I had

changed the course of my four

Virginia. She joined the JMU

Passages and Paint Me Alive.

years at JMU and led me to

faculty in 1959 and retired in

She is a project director at

never before experienced in
the classroom . There was true

graduate school. Now, 17 years

1991. She served as a visiting

Parent to Parent of Vermont,

give and take between stu-

later, whenever I enter the

scholar at the University of

where she directs the Family

dents and teacher, a refresh-

classroom to begin teaching

the Philippines from 1968 to

Faculty Program in conjunc-

ing change from being spoon-

another semester of litera-

1970. She is a member of the

tion with the University of Ver-

15

fed information that I was

ture or writing, I give a silent

James Madison University

mont College of Medicine.

then expected to regurgitate

nod of appreciation to Helen

Emeriti Association, formed

DeBella and her husband have

back on exams.

Poindexter. I can only hope

this year to reconnect former

five-year-old twins.~
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college replaces the Graduate
School; and William Walker,
assistant vice president for

ogy departments in CISAT;'

According to Folio maga-

Associate Dean of the Col-

says Douglas Brown, vice presi-

zine, the 15th annual Ozzie

lege of Integrated Science

dent for academic affairs.

program drew more than 1,800

and Technology Vida Huber

entries in 14 categories, which

is director of the center,

were judged by a panel of 40

which will promote collabo-

design and magazine indus-

ration across campus.

academic affairs, is the interim
dean. A permanent dean will
be recruited in the 2002-03
academic year.

And the Ouie
goes ta .•.
The university magazine

Science af the mind
and the body

Montpelier received an Ozzie

try professionals. Other 2001

Vice President for Acade-

Ozzie program award winners

mic Affairs Doug Brown says,

included Hemispheres, ESPN

"The new center is designed

magazine, EnRoute, CFO, Real

as a catalyst for developing

Simple, eCompany, Technology

and the School of Kinesiol-

Folio magazine in New York

new programs in health and

ogy and Recreation Studies

City. The spring 2001 com-

Review and Men's Health.

The School of Psychology

Gold design award at the 2001
Folio Show, sponsored by

have joined the College of

memorative issue of Montpe-

Integrated Science and Tech-

lier, dedicated to the life and

nology. "These departments

achievements ofJames Madi-

human services that are responsive to the community's

Health services
center farmed

needs. This will be the first of
a series of cross-disciplinary
structures that will become

will benefit significantly from

son, was named "Best Supple-

In November, JMU opened

a closer relationship with the

ment Annual or One-Shot"

the Center for Innovation in

the hallmark for curricular

health, science and technol-

produced by a nonprofit.

Health and Human Services.

innovation at JMU.~
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Stephen Bowers
analyzes deadlier
kind of terrorism
16

THESE DAYS, Americans
couldn't be faulted for feeling

J
A
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nostalgic about the good old

s

days of terrorism, when,

M

strangely, terrorists could be
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mistaken for reasonable peo-
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ple. At least they wanted
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something, and that made
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them careful to calibrate their
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violence to achieve a political
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objective. That was before
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Osama bin Laden and his
network of fanatics made the
IRA and the PLO, with their
carloads of explosives, seem
small time.

And, Bowers warns, that's
just a taste of the "complete

tional decision makers to the

Vladimir Lenin and another

landscape of global terror.

of Stephen the Great, the

The attacks of Sept. 11

destruction of the United

His office is littered with

founder of modern Moldova.

were unprecedented in scale

States" that bin Laden's co-

the rubble of someone hound-

Pausing in his analysis under-

horts have vowed.

ed by deadlines. Samples from

neath the latter, Bowers beams

and magnitude anywhere in
the world, says political sci-

Sept. ll 's colossal devas-

his massive collection of Rus-

long enough to underscore the

ence professor Stephen Bow-

tation has intensified the de-

sian military hats and helmets

lack of resemblance. Sharing

ers. Even Israel, which has

mands on Bowers, who, as

are stacked in tipsy towers,

the same name and nation

always been "faced with the

head of JMU's William R.

while piles of papers and ref-

will have to do. Never mind

threat of annihilation, has

Nelson Institute for Public

erence material line the office

either the country's lack of

never had to deal with the

Affairs, has long been orient-

perimeter. On the wall above

modernity, Moldova is Bow-

reality of over 5,000 dead."

ing scholars and interna-

his desk hangs a poster of

ers' specialty, and where, in

the Caucasus of Central Asia,

In other words, Bowers

when what was at stake was

cans as possible;' Bowers says.

JMU maintains a headquar-

says, solve the conflict before

our access to Middle Eastern

The agenda is simply American death and destruction.

ters for conducting research

it erupts into violence. "Its

oil or our protection of an

and faculty and student ex-

benefit for the United States

ally. These are concepts. What

"These people don't want

change visits and partnerships

is in recognizing that the need

we're looking at is not a con-

to come to the table," he says.

Bowers warns

t ere_i• o
Moldova's prime movers: (opposite) Stephen the Great, on the wall, and Stephen Bowers.
(above) Ambassadors from the republics of Central Asia and other opinion leaders visited
JMU in November for a conference Bowers hosted on terrorism.

with Romanian and Moldo-

with bin

for conflict resolution is not

cept. The reality is massive

l!]l!t!K
"You don't so much hear them

really between the United

destruction and massive loss

say, 'Quit your evil ways and

Bowers coordinates the

States and Country X, but be-

of life, and the threat is of

become Muslims' as much as

analysis of the festering ten-

tween Country X and Coun-

even greater loss of life. There's

you hear them say, 'You reject

sions and terrorism among

try Y;' he explains. "It is much

nothing in our experience, at

all tenets of Islam and there-

the ethnic peoples of the for-

better to look at those coun-

least for the past 60 years

fore you should be destroyed:"

mer Soviet territories and

tries and find some venue in

[since World War II], that's

And, yes, they would use

comparable to the magnitude

biological, chemical and nu-

van universities.
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presents them to international

which they can try to alleviate

opinion leaders. By obtain-

their disputes so it doesn't

ing and publishing the views

drag us into it."

of that threat.

clear weapons to do that, says

"The campaign here is

Bowers, who is long accus-

of central Asian scholars and

That's possible with the

much more hysterical than

tomed to weighing terrorist

presenting them to the wider

republics of the Caucasus,

anything we've seen;' says the

threats. "If you don't hesitate

world through white papers

where disputes smoldered

political science professor.

at killing 5,000 people just

and conferences, Bowers says

under 70 years of Soviet sup-

"This is not like the IRA say-

going about their work," he

he hopes his work will "pro-

pression and where violence

ing, 'let us sit at the table and

asks, "then why would you

pose some suggestions for

is not yet a way of life.

let's come to terms about this:"

hesitate at killing 50,000?#

conflict resolution. Some of

But there's no reasoning

the nongovernmental organi-

What we have is a fright-

with the fanatics who struck

ening arrangement that's not

zations with which we work

the United States on Sept. 11.

centralized or controlled by

stress conflict resolution as

"They have declared total war;'

bin Laden, but inspired by

their overall goal. It's looking

Bowers warns, "and it presents

him. Bowers says that's a pow-

at terrorism not in terms of

us, for the first time as west-

erful distinction to draw, be-

how to make a military

erners, with a real clear choice.

cause "it means that once

-Pam Brock
Visit the William R. Nelson
Institute for Public Affairs
<www.jmu.edu/orgs/wrni/>
to learn more about the
institute's analysis of international terrorism, JMU's

response, but rather how to

... It has given us occasion

Osama bin Laden is captured

headquarters in Moldova

do the sort of long-term

to think about the absolute

or killed that things will con-

and Bowers' work in the

response that alleviates the

necessity of doing things to

tinue to happen."

tensions that are brought

save American lives," he says.

"And the word today is

about by terrorist activities."

"It's not like the Gulf War,

clear: Just kill as many Ameri-

post-communist countries
of Central Asia.
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Students

Mount Kilimanjaro
NOW HOW TO CELE-

JUNIORS KEHL MANDT AND JENNI

BRATE A BIRTHDAY. LAST JULY, JUST DAYS SHY OF MANDT'S 20TH BIRTH-

DAY,

THESE DYNAMIC DUKES CLIMBED, CONQUERED AND PLANTED A

JMU FLAG ON TOP OF THE WORLD'S HIGHEST FREE-STANDING MOUNTAIN, AFRICAS MOUNT KILIMANJARO.

18
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the company's Africa trip was

Mandt. "The wind chill was

"the opportunity of a lifetime:'

below freezing, and the risks

Mandt and Miller arrived

and dangers increased each

in Africa in June and in four

day of the climb to the peak."

and a half jammed-packed

To make the effort more

weeks visited the Pyramids of

arduous, Mandt fell ill just

Giza, the Western Sahara out-

before the scheduled Mount

side Cairo and areas near Nai-

Kilimanjaro climb. "I just had

robi, Kenya. In Tanzania, they

to make the trip, though;' he

traveled to the Masai Steppe,

says. "There was no question."

After Mandt noticed an ad

tunity to venture to exotic lo-

Arusha Park, the Serengeti

Mandt and Miller com-

for collegeexpeditions.com,

cations for four weeks of ad-

Plain, Ngorongoro Crater and

pleted the 19,340-foot climb

Mount Kilimanjaro.

he visited the company's Web

venture and college credit.

site, which offers college and

Mandt and his girlfriend,

"The climb up Mount Kili-

on Mount Kilimanjaro and

university students the oppor-

Jennifer Miller, decided that

manjaro was daunting," says

planted a purple and gold

Keeping the IREIDI alive

birthday as a federal holiday

King reminded JMU stu-

and built the Martin Luther

dents, faculty members and

King Jr. Center for Nonvio-

guests that "God has given us

to the top of Uhuru Peak
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Coretta Scott King preaches peace

I
T

y

social change, is fulfilling a
legacy started by her husband,
civil rights leader Martin
Luther King Jr.
His legacy is "visible
throughout our society and
the world;' she said. After the
"Let us dare, my brothers
and sisters, to dream of a peace

1968 assassination of her husband,

Coretta

Scott

King

lent Social Change in Atlanta,

a beautiful world and the obli-

which has trained thousands

gation to share and nurture

of people in King's philosophy.

divine gifts with all people."

King has worked to pro-

King devoted part of her

mote international peace with

lecture to the terrorism of

leaders like Corazon Aquino

Sept. 11 , 2001. "We cannot

of the Philippines and Nel-

honor our loved ones by shed-

son Mandela of South Africa.

ding more innocent blood;'
she said. Renouncing military retaliation, King labeled

has never

could have retreated into a

She speaks on nonviolence

known." Coretta Scott King's

life of solitude. Instead, she

and urges audiences to give

words echoed wall-to-wall in

made it her life's mission to

service to the disadvantaged ,

American counterattacks on

spread his message of peace.

acts which she says, "have

Afghanistan as "sobering re-

spread like a prairie fire in

minders of our vulnerability

recent years."

to violence." She proposed

that humanity

a packed Wilson Hall in October. King, who has spent years

King successfully lobbied

campaigning for peace and

to establish her husband's

L

+----------" ...

Performing the American Frontier, 1870-1906

Cambridge University Press, 2001
By Roger Hall
ISBN: 0-521-79320-3
HEATER PROFESSOR ROGER A. HALL'S new book
•

examines how the American frontier was presented

in theatrical productions during the period from the end of
the Civil War to the beginning of filmmaking. From famous
personages such as Mark Twain and "Buffalo Bill" Cody to
lesser known individuals such as Native American playwright
and actress Gowongo Mohawk, Hall examines the plays, players
and playwrights who helped define the American westward migration in theatrical terms. Hall's book covers the complete dramatic experience, including scenery, performance and staging.
]MU juniors Jennifer Miller and Kehl Mandt plant a purple and gold ]MU
flag on the world's highest free-standing mountain, Mount Kilimanjaro.

JMU flag provided by Bar-

who make it to the top of the

bara Castello, vice president

mountain. With this taste of

for university relations.

adventure leaving them hun-

Listen Very Loud: Paying Attention in the
Student Affairs Profession

Atwood Publishing LLC, 2001
By Randy L. Mitchell
ISBN: 1-891859-35-8
19

Mandt and Miller then in-

gry for more, the duo is look-

ANDY MITCHELL'S THIRD BOOK CONTAINS 30

M

scribed their names, ages and

ing forward to a future adven-

essays to help student affairs professionals reflect upon

personal messages in a book

ture in Alaska. ~

N
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the "why" of what they do and to step away from the tasks

E
L

provided for all individuals

- Denisse Paz ('03)

that make up the "how" of their work. Mitchell is a psychology professor and associate vice president for student success
programs in JMU's student affairs division. He was honored

America's fighting the war dif-

portance of "peaceful demon-

ferently, by uniting as a nation

stration;' an attitude her hus-

and breaking the American

band worked to establish dur-

addiction to Middle East oil,

ing the civil rights movement.

which allies the United States

"Nonviolence is a perma-

with corrupt nations exploit-

nent attitude that we bring

ing oppressed peoples.

to the breakfast table, keep

King lamented discrimi-

throughout the day, and take

natory acts against Muslim-

to bed at night," she said.

Americans and other Arabs

She pleaded for the educa-

in the United States, stressing

tion of American youth

that America's strength lies in

with an emphasis on social

its "vibrant mosaic" of multi-

awareness. "Young people are

cultural citizenship. As citi-

the future, and we must

zens "living in a world torn

invest everything we can in

by discrimination and intolerance;' King stressed the im-

their development.~
-Ashley Day ('02)

by the Virginia Association of Student Personnel Administrators as Outstanding Professional of the Year for 2000.
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Excellence
James Madison University extends its sincere thanks to the following
donors for making a difference at ]MU. Between Sept. 9 and Nov. I, 200I,
these friends made charitable gifts of $25,000 or more. Their contributions help ]MU increase its margin of excellence in higher education.
Raymond Serway
Leesburg, Va.
Serway-Saunders
Physics Scholarship
Estate of H. L. Batschelet
Alexandria, Va.
Batschelet Education
Excellence Fund
Central Coca-Cola
Richmond, Va.
Band Scholarships

Coca-Cola North America
Atlan ta, Ga.
Athletic Performance Center
TEKJCAM Inc.
Richmond, Va.
Center for Assessment and
Research Studies
Verizon Foundation
Stuart, Fla.
James Madison University
Literacy Center

the choir at Colonial Beach

ous and renewable tuition

Baptist Church decades after

scholarships, known as the

Beverley Thomas Batschelet

Beverley Anne Batschelet and

('55) grew up and moved away.

Charles E. Thomas Memorial

Wingo discovered her own

Scholarships, in memory of

desire to teach long after Bev-

his wife and her father. The

erley's career m education

scholarships will be awarded

ended. And the JMU fresh-

annually to an incoming fresh-

man arrived on campus this

man fr@m the Colonial Beach

fall almost half a century after

[Va.] Baptist Church.

Beverley graduated.
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The criteria are financial
-

-
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Like schoolchildren visit-

need, scholastic achievement,

ing a hallowed battlefield, Win-

character and academic poten-

her. She just

go finds herself in ·the spaces

tial. And once the endowment

got better and

once inhabited by another,

principal reaches $750,000,

better every

someone whose life has pre-

over and above its ability to

time. I made

pared the way for her today.

fund the tuition scholarships,

up little games

-

People often tramp un-

JMU will award the Bev and

for her, and

thinkingly upon these places,

Larry Batschelet Chair of

she responded."

but Wingo is especially cogni-

School Administration in the

zant of the path she travels,

College of Education.

because it is Beverley's gen-

,.

Through Beverley's career '

Criticism of the
teaching profession and
the prospect of a low

I

T
y

erosity that has brought her

as assistant to the executive

salary don't faze Wingo.

to JMU. "If it weren't for this

director of the American Asso-

"It's the only thing I can

award, I would have never

ciation of School Adminis-

see myself doing," she

come to JMU, and now I think

trators, she and her husband

says. "I don't really care

that this is the best university

maintained their ongoing in-

about the money. It will

for me;' she says.

terest in educational issues.

be rewarding."

Beverley died in 1995 never

And it is educating young

It's that kind of earnest-

knowing Wingo, who this year

people that has drawn Beverley

ness that the Batschelets want-

received a tuition scholarship

Batschelet and Terri Wingo

ed to reward. Wingo admits to

funded through a $832,162 gift

together across time. Wingo is

a curious feeling that comes

from the estate of Beverley's

studying interdisciplinary lib-

from not knowing her bene-

husband. Larry, who died in

eral studies so she can become

factors. A tangible connection

July, was a disaster coordi-

an early elementary school

to Bev Batschelet would be

nator for the American Red

teacher. She is enrolled in the

more comfortable. Terri Wingo

Cross. His gift will fund up to

five-year Master of Arts in

has yet to realize she's it.~

Hard work, good t iming
and a lot of talent put
Phil Vassar atop
the country charts

21
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Story by Chrys Peterson ('87)
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HIL VASSAR ('85) can vividly

~ recall his first night as the opening
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Lucky As Me by Phil Vassar

Photos by Steve France,
Jason Moore and Betty Fry

climbing the charts. Vassar co-wrote all 11

R

w

songs on the album.

act for Faith Hill and Tim McGraw on

Not bad for a guy who barely knew

their Soul to Soul tour. "I remember being

how to play piano, much less write a song,

out there, just me and my piano and 20-

when he moved to Nashville in 1986.

to 25,000 people. I was playing and

Maybe music was just in his blood. Vassar's

singing and I looked up and saw myself on

father was a singer who performed at

this giant scoreboard and thought 'this

a restaurant he owned in Lynchburg. Vassar

is unbelievable! "'

grew up listening to all kinds of music. "We

Believe it. These days, Vassar is often

definitely listened to country in my house-

the headline act. After years of writing for

hold. George Jones was one of my dad's

other artists, his album Phil Vassar has pro-

favorites. But there were a lot of different

duced two No. 1 hits: Carlene and Just

kinds of music in my house. One of my

Another Day in Paradise. A third and fourth

sisters was a metal-head; we listened to

song, Rose Bouquet and Six Pack Summer

classical, pop, everything."

hit the Top Ten, and at this writing, a fifth

But Vassar didn't pursue music as a kid

single, That's Wh en I Love You, is busy

because he was too interested in sports. His
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arlene • P · Vassar

I

ust Anoth n Day in P, tiadise • Ph ] Vassar

For a Li le While • Tim McG w

I Bye

e • JoDee

essma

athletic ability eventually earned him

he grins. "It was a lot of fun, a great experi-

surprised. It's always fun to see how some-

a track scholarship to JMU. To keep peace

ence. I had a place to play and showcase my

one else is going to interpret your song and

with his dad, he majored in business man-

songs. It was really awesome."

for the most part, they've always stayed

agement. But his heart wasn't really in it.

One night, Vassar performed a song he

He took as many music classes as he could

wrote with a bartender friend . Englebert

Still, hearing other people sing his songs

M
E

fit into his schedule and even joined the

Humperdinck's manager was in the audience

on the radio wasn't enough for Vassar. His

M

Madisonians for a year before deciding

and heard Once in Awhile. "He said, ' I love

dream was to record his own songs, and

a college degree would just have to wait.

that song! Who wrote that? Where did you

in 1998 Arista offered him a contract. Vassar

Music City was calling his name.

get that?' and I said 'I wrote it.' He said

was back home in Lynchburg to promote his

He found a furnished apartment out-

'Well, Englebert's getting ready to cut

first single, Carlene, when he heard himself

side Nashville, got a job bartending, and

another album. Could you send me that

on the radio for the first time. "I was staying

started writing songs and learning to play

song?' I said 'Sure.' not thinking anything

at a hotel right next to the radio station,

piano. He also had to knock on a lot of

would ever come of it. That's the first time

because I had to be there first thing in the

doors. "I started going into places and say-

I ever got a song recorded."

morning. It was still dark and the radio

22
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really close to the demo that I recorded.''
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ing 'Let me play here. I'll bring my piano

It certainly wasn't the last. Over the next

and set up in the corner and we'll have

few years big names like Tim McGraw, Alan

fun;' and over the years, I developed a big

Jackson, JoDee Messina and Colin Raye

Between recording, making music

following in Nashville. I would do just

had big hits with Phil Vassar songs. Vassar's

videos and touring, Vassar doesn't have

about any song I could, and it helped me

talents earned him the ASCAP songwriter

much time to himself. He survives by sur-

learn how to entertain. I learned how

of the year award in 1999, but he admits it's

rounding himself with people he trusts and

to work the crowd."

hard to let someone else record your work.

loves to be around. His guitar player, Jeff

In 1996, Vassar bought his own place,

"It's like turning over your child. But I've

Smith, is one of Vassar's childhood fr iends

Hard Day's Nightclub, where he was the

been lucky. I've never gotten a cut back and

from Lynchburg. Scott Huber is a long-time

main attraction. "You call that job security,"

said 'Wow, that's terrible.' I've been very

friend who quit working for the Dixie

alarm went off and I woke up to Carlene.
It was pretty surreal, but really neat."

I Six Pack S mmer • P
e Messina I Little Re Rodeo •

Rose Bouquet· PHill Vassar
I'm Al night· JoD

My Next 3 Years • Ti
Right on

McGraw

e Money• Alan Jackson

Chicks to become Vassar's road manager.

audience: country music's best and bright-

that can keep country music moving in

"I went into his club one night to hang out,

est, and millions of TV viewers. The award

a forward direction."

and he said 'I finally got a record deal.' I said,

went to Keith Urban, but Phil called the

Right now, the sky's the limit. Vassar's

' Phil, we need to talk.' I wanted to work

experience a thrill. "I really didn't expect to

been approached to write a movie sound-

with Phil because not only is he extremely

win. Keith's a good friend and definitely a

track and has been offered some acting

talented performer. This just wasn't my year.''

roles. 'TU probably do that sometime.

Maybe next year. After a debut album

I don't think I'll be DeNiro or anything,

23
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talented, he's a great guy. A real star."
Vassar doesn't count himself a star just
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yet. He still feels humble, even a little out

with five hit singles, Phil's spending the win-

of place at gatherings with other country

ter recording his second album, scheduled

music performers. 'Tm a performer, that's

for release in the spring.

but it would be lots of fun."
In the meantime, Vassar just keeps
cranking out the tunes. He's in demand as

true ... but I'm still a huge fan . Steve

While Vassar definitely considers himself

a songwriter, and his touring schedule

Wariner's one of the reasons I moved to

a country artist, he allows himself to step

keeps him hopping from coast to coast. He's

Nashville.... I just love his music. Kenny

outside the box. He has worked in other

living his dream. "I don't think you ever

Rogers! He's just become a good friend and

genres with Bernie Taupin (of Elton John

look in the mirror and say Tve made it!'

I could never have imagined that happen-

fame), and Gladys Knight recorded one

It's a marathon, it's not a sprint. You have to

ing. Kenny Rogers calling me on my cell

of his songs. Rob Thomas, lead singer for

keep putting out song after song after song.

phone ... no way!"

alternative rockers Matchbox Twenty, co-

I'd love to be able to play concerts where

wrote and recorded two songs for Vassar's

I couldn't play all my hits. Can you imagine

upcoming album.

being Billy Joel or some of those guys? They

Another big thrill for Vassar: performing at the 2001 Country Music Association
Awards in Nashville. Nominated for the

Vassar laughs, "What is country any-

Horizon award (an award given to a per-

way? It's all changing, which is good

Still, it ain't so bad being Phil Vassar.

former who demonstrates "staying power"

because I don't think country would be

"There's not a day I don't wake up, look

in the country music industry), Phil played

a very healthy genre if it just stayed the

up and go 'thank you so much.' I have

Ju st Another Day in Paradise for an elite

same. Hopefully, I'm one of the artists

a wonderful life. I am one lucky man." +

can't play all their hits in one night."
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SERVICE
JMU'S SERVICE-LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT SEEKS TO
FOSTER A GENERATION OF
LEADERS COMMITTED TO
POSITIVE SOCIAL CHANGE.
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Thirty years ago in Sierra Leone, Louise Schullery Cox ('67), right, grew so close to Abaigail Olasinde,
left, that the Nigerian woman named her infant after the Peace Corps volunteer. "My mother
sent an outfit, which little Louise is wearing" in the photo, Cox says. After teaching and raising a
family, Louise lives and volunteers in Connecticut.
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Continued from Page 25
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EADING A CAMPUSWIDE effort to

even before the school year begins and later

the Older Adult. His students develop fit-

cultivate social responsibility and life-

go on to volunteer for any of 100 commu-

ness programs for residents at a local

long learning, the Center for Service Learning

nity agencies that partner with the center.

retirement home. About 1,500 students are

T
y

links academics to thoughtful service expe-

The center offers myriad specialized pro-

enrolled in 28 courses requiring community

riences in order to foster a generation oflead-

grams. Students with computer expertise help

service. They provide structured time for the

ers committed to positive social change.

community agencies with their information

students to reflect on the service experience

The university's service-learning oppor-

technology needs. The center's America

as it relates to their course work, personal

tunities start immediately and continue even

Reads partnership places reading tutors in

development and civic involvement.

after graduation.

elementary schools.

"JMU has a rich service-learning envi-

Last year more than 300 students joined

The center awards grants to encourage

29 professors in Alternative Spring Break

professors to incorporate service learning

service trips in the United States, Haiti, Mex-

Incoming students may participate in

into their courses. Kinesiology professor Mike

ico and Romania. The JMU program earned

student-led Freshman Service Learning trips

Saunders, for instance, teaches Exercise and

Break Away's Alternative Break Program of

ronment;' says center director Rich Harris.

'1

As Erica Bleeg ('96) attempts to organize a women's celebration in Benin in 1999, she learns
that "solidarity among the women has always been tenuous." Starting on Page 28, Erica tells of
her Peace Corps work with and for the women of that West African nation.

I WAS SO GREEN,
but my intentions
were pure. I was out
to s e the world.

27
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On page 32, Meme McKee ('99) shares a personal account of her experiences with the people in the
Central American nation ofNicaragua, where, she learns, "the dirt floor beneath these people is the
least of their worries." Her friendships with her host family and sister will last beyond her service.
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the Year Award in 1998. The year prior, JMU

alumni taught in a village school, devel-

Those service-learning values have stuck,

w

landed a spot on Mother Jones' list of "Top

oped a waste disposal system and planted

becoming part of the JMU culture. Even 30

N
T

10 Activist Schools."

flowers and shrubbery. The trip, which won

years ago, it was apparent. "There is some-

Cecil Bradfield, co-founder of the center

Program of the Year from the National Alter-

thing about the JMU experience that makes

and retired sociology professor, still imbues

native Spring Break Service Program, was so

you a better person," Cox recalls.

campus with his service philosophy.

well received that another group of alumni

I

"You are the one percent minority of

returned to Dominica this past November.

Last year, more than 37 alumni were serving in the Peace Corps, earning JMU the rank

privilege in the world in terms of education,

And JMU's geographic-based alumni

of 21st in the nation among universities with

wealth, health, access to technology;' Brad-

chapters are beginning to offer service in

more than 5,000 undergraduates. Since its

field often told students. "That [privilege]

a more systematic way. "Agencies really

inception by President John F. Kennedy in

expects of us some responsibility for the

look forward to our students' intense assis-

1961, hundreds of JMU alumni have ex-

rest of the world."

tance for that Alternative Spring Break

pressed their civic impulses in the Peace

Graduation marks a true commence-

week," Harris says. "But agencies get de-

Corps, which is an emblem of the service

ment rather than a culmination of service.

pressed by the let down when the students

and civic action that the university attempts

In 2000, a group of alumni gave up their vaca-

disappear again. So our alumni will start

to instill. Following are the experiences of two

tions to go to Dominica. Working through

service relationships that they will carry

of those JMU alumni, Erica Bleeg ('96) and

Peace Corps liaison Warren Passin ('98),

on year-round."

Meme McKee ('99), in their own words. +
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N BENIN, WEST AFRICA, November is
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late in the rainy season. Fatouma Baguidi

OUT OF

arch, her great aunt, kneeled beside her with
a razor. Fatouma swears if anyone touches

looks up from her work to ask if I will

her own daughters she will kill them. Later,

organize an International Women's Day. In

when we walk the dusty roads together, she

a small office at the local community cen-

spots girls walking bowlegged at a strained

ter, she sits at a desk directly facing mine.

and deliberate pace and tells me these girls

Fatouma is the head maternal-child nutri-

have recently undergone "the operation;"

tion counselor here. The flimsy notebooks

their rounded steps are a way to get around
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cluttering her desk record her chief duty: to
run monthly baby-weighings for the infants
of Bembereke. Seven degrees north of the
equator, Bembereke is the northern village
where I lived during my second year of Peace
Corps service.
Distracted from her paperwork, Fatouma
tells me it is the coming dry season she fears
most. The first months are reserved for excision. During December and January, she says,
the harmattan winds that sweep down from
the Sahara help wounds bind faster. Wounds

SC

ITY
OBSCURITY
ORGANIZING
WOMEN'S DAY IN BENIN,
WEST AFRICA

stay open in rainy season. She describes her
own excision at age 12 when a village matri-

Story and Photos by and Courtesy
of Erica Bleeg ('96)

the pain.
A month later, I set out to plan Bembereke's first International Women's Day
celebration. According to Beninois protocol,
the first step in organizing community events
is to notify the village's official leaders. Bembereke's head administrative official, AbdouJaye Bakari, nods at my proposal and asks
what kind of publicity he can get from Peace
Corps for this. Benot, his secretary, draws
up a list of members for the planning committee and names Bakari "honorary president." The list includes the village's notables,
10 men and two women. I ask Benot to add

INI BENIN,

time is an elastic,
inexact concept.

dough cakes and chat on a shady bench

we've got a room full of men!" He rallies the

on the center's front terrace, where they

men into joking, and soon one side of the

people-watch.

room is uproarious while, on the other side,

In a room set with rows of wooden

the women are sitting with folded hands. I

three women ano suggest Fatouma would

benches, the men seat themselves facing the

adduce my thoughts on the benefits of col-

be a good choice. Under her he writes in

mayor, who is seated to my left, and the

laboration between men and women, adding

Marthe, an administration typist, and Marie-

women sit closer to me. At some point,

that cooperative goals will help build a

tou, a secretary who would attend no more

Fatouma sidles in and takes a place among

healthier community, etc., and just as I feel

than one meeting -

she never believed the

the women. Checking off attendance, I find

these platitudes growing thick in my throat,

day would come, so would not waste her

the women's group vice president, Marietou,

the mayor seizes upon the suggestion and

time planning for it.

and the committee's "honorary president"

announces, "That's right! Women can't do

are missing.

anything alone!"

As the first to arrive at the government
administration building for our first meet-

I introduce the idea of organizing a

Madame Celestine slams her hand against

ing, I am disappointed but not surprised. In

Women's Day celebration by carefully de-

the bench. "Not all men support their wives.

Benin, time is an elastic, inexact concept. After

scribing the event's history and purpose.

He has his kids with her and leaves without

living in country for a year, I know that atten-

For many of the members this is the first

burying so much as 10 francs in the yard

dance at professional engagements is rarely

time they have heard of it. Some nod vaguely,

for support! You know it and you know

considered a commitment. Three o'clock

others stare, and their diffidence protracts

and you -

borders the relative end of repos, the French-

the minutes. It makes me tense. Marthe keeps

children!" In Bariba, she shoots a litany

African siesta, and no one is in a hurry.

worrying her head scarf. Finally, the mayor

of indictments at the men sitting across
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gets agitated enough to speak:

the room . The furious intensity of her
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onto another wife and more
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The women's group president, Madame

I

Celestine, arrives soon after me. When I intro-

"This is not just one party and it's over!

voice is mesmerizing as she names each

duce myself, she looks at me as if from a re-

This is something for our children!" An ani-

finger with an injustice or hardship: the

strained distance, curious but cautious. I hand

mated and practiced orator, he takes over

food, the money to pay for school fees,

her a copy of the Women's Day proposal and

the meeting and repeatedly quips, "But where

the money for clothes, shoes, just the work

watch as her eyes stammer across each line.

are your women? This is for women, and

to keep everybody clean and going, to

Eventually she looks up at me with tired disbelief. "Good;' she nods flatly and passes up
the steps to greet the people she knows. They
sit in offices that line the open terrace wings.
Our first meeting begins almost two
hours late. Eventually the men on the list
appear: the mayor, the village delegates, the
directors of the community and youth centers, the literacy coordinator. Across the street
I can see Fatouma reclined in her afternoon
routine. She and her cousin Arouna eat fried

Erica Bleeg spent two years learning about customs that heal and wound. Her conversations with
Beninois women involved soy bean cultivation, child nutrition and the devastating effects of excision.
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keep the house from crumbling! She stops

the Bariba and the Peulh women. The high

with an appalled look on her face. Marthe

school girls are rehearsing an original satire

and Fati look sideways toward the floor.

and a dedicatory song for their mothers. To

Shifting in their seats, the men turn the

launch the occasion, we will march through

subject into a defense of polygamy and suc-

the village with banners and song; and in

ceed at restoring their good cheer. One of

closing, I will distribute accolades to local

the delegates proclaims that female births

female artisans for their submissions to a

exceed males by almost double. "Triple!" He

tapestry contest. Envisioning the day to come,

ups the stakes. "And all those girls need

her words become buoyant.

husbands! " The women smile faintly. They
have no comeback.

For two months, planning the celebration involved less than a handful of women.

Throughout January, Madame Celestine,

If Marthe did not work in the same build-

Marthe and I continue to meet regularly. My

ing as our meeting place, I could count only

relationship with Fatouma changes. At the

on Madame Celestine. In our modest nego-

office, she parries conversation with me and
often dodges our Wednesday meetings. I re30
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member when the idea of a Women's Day

NOT ALL MEN

celebration made her whole face bloom. Now
her anxious maneuvers to avoid me warn:
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Don't push hesitant women. Perhaps it is cul-

tiations, there is no loneliness between us,

tural instincts that tell her we would fail.

only a dubious faith and a sense that we
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Meanwhile, Madame Celestine and

have no other choice but to be effortful. She
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establish a rapport and routine. She arrives

is my strength. She leans over to me and says,

on time for every meeting. Joining me on

"The women are organizing in the village."
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the steps, she first looks at her watch. While

On a Wednesday in the middle of Feb-

waiting, she sometimes tells me about the

ruary, a procession of veiled Muslim women

local groupement des femmes, citing its his-

appear, ambling up the long entrance grounds

tory back to the 1980s. Solidarity among the

to the administrative building. They head

women has always been tenuous.

straight for the meeting, finding seats at the

By 3:30 she sighs, "L'heure Africaine," and
screws up her face. "Why do people think it's

front of the room. Some remain standing
near the doorway.

OK to waste another person's time?" Then

Only a few days left before Women's

we turn to discussing plans for the fete. Ma-

Day, I ask Ben6t to send summonses out to

dame Celestine and another village woman

the initial committee members. Gathered

will give testimonies on their girlhood strug-

at the final m eeting, the small nucleus of

gles to defend their right to a formal educa-

original members find themselves surround-

tion; there will be traditional dancing - from

ed by a throng of women girding the back

wall. We assign almost all of the tasks -

you don't even know how to make up the

sweeping the grounds, transporting benches,

invitation? Ha!"

delivering invitations -

have been tremendous, and I thank her.
"No;' she says, "we should thank you."

the simple thing

Benot's eyes chortle. He slides a pen

Then she takes off her glasses and looks

left is to write the invitation announce-

across his moustache. Madame Celestine

at me. She says, "You have taken us out

ment. No one comes forward. To Marthe

proceeds to sound out the words for the

of obscurity."

and Madame Celestine, I suggest: "You could

invitation. Marthe transcribes, all the while

Obscurity.

do it together." They look at each other. I take

looking up for affirmation from the mayor.

Until that moment, in Beninois French,

out a piece of paper and put it on the bench.

Once finished, they pass it reluctantly across

I had only heard l'obscurite used in refer-

Marthe declines, mumbling something about

the bench. The invitation reads: We would

ence to night, particularly a night when the

too much office work on her hands.

be honored by your attendance at the Inter-

moon hides past midnight. There is the

national Women's Day Celebration, March

shimmering web of stars, but virtually no

8, 1999, 11 o'clock.

light. In moonless conditions and without

But I persist. "It will only take a couple
sentences. You can write it here."
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Casting Marthe a glance, Madame Celestine rummages through her purse and pulls

"Great," I tell them. 'TH make copies
when I go to the city."

electricity, familiar places appear threatening. People confine nocturnal habits to the

out a pen. She leans closer to Marthe and

By the end of the meeting, Madame

indoors. Even with lanterns, most people

looks at the mayor, as if waiting for a cue.

Celestine had restored her own hopeful force.

demur from venturing outside. My adoptive

Soon Madame Celestine implores him for

In a flowy mango dress, her stern reserve

papa once explained that at the end of every

assistance: "Mayor, could you help us with

had transformed into joy, and she wan-

moon cycle there is an unstated fear that

the wording?"

dered from office to office, greeting every-

the darkness will never end.

Crossing his arms, he retorts, "No. You
should know how to do it!"
"But please, Mayor. You know there's a
certain way to write these things."
"It's simple. Just write. It's your day, and

one, spreading cheer around the corridors.

I have a similar fear when Madame

The day before the celebration, Madame

Celestine uses "obscurity" to name the place

Celestine and I meet one-on-one to recon-

of women. I look at her, neither of us know-

firm some details. Her work in mobilizing

ing whether there really will be a celebra-

the women, her determination and faith

tion tomorrow. •

Erica Bleeg ('96) served as a Peace Corps volunteer from 1997-1999 in Benin, West Africa. In June 2001, she earned her master's in humanities
from the University of Chicago, where she received the Ruth Murray Memorial Prize from the Center of Gender Studies for an essay on rituals of
female initiation in Benin. She attends the M.F.A. program in creative nonfiction at the University of Iowa and instructs undergraduate classes in
literature. She is writing a book about her experiences with the people of Benin.
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LEARNING LESSONS
OF POVERTY,

squeal and chickens cluck; huge army ants

means success or failure for their crops.

march to devour. I soon realize that the dirt

The meaning of one bean, one kernel of

floor beneath these people is the least of

corn, one grain of sorghum becomes huge.

their worries.

It becomes hope.

I had planned on Peace Corps for most

My relationship with my host-sister,

of my JMU life, when I had volunteered at

Xiomara Obando, who is three years younger,

ARRIVED IN NICARAGUA in Sep-

the Little Grill soup kitchen in downtown

affects me deeply. When I arrive at her house

tember 1999, wearing khaki pants and

Harrisonburg and participated in other pro-

in December 1999, she has just returned
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a polo shirt as prescribed in the Peace Corps

grams like pet therapy at the local animal

home after studying two years away at agri-

J
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preparation manual. I was going to be a food

shelter. I was on a quest to relieve the world's

cultural school, an unusual experience for a

s

security extensionist, part of the first volun-

unrelenting underdog.

country girl. We instantly fill spots for each

M
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teer group under a new agriculture sector.
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Despite the condition of my Spanish, I

other. Working together gives me a partner

I

s

Nicaragua, the land of lakes and volca-

quickly connect with the women in my com-

and gives her more experience. It gives us

u

noes, was soon to show me its history of

munity and soon form a group that names

both a friendship that shall continue beyond

disaster -

earthquakes, hurricanes (Mitch

itself "Progress and Hope." They want aid

my service.

being most recent), droughts and decades

to build chicken pens, and we later receive

Aside from the women I meet, Mother

of political unrest. Daniel Ortega's name

nearly $2,000 for it from the U.S. Agency of

Nature makes one of the greatest impacts

wafts through the countryside. "Sandin-

International Development.

on my experience. As much as we curse her
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ista," or "Liberal," is a label that destroys

I soon realize, however, that the small

for no rain and too much sun, recognizing

friendships. It was a war of which I had

events of each day are to change me in ways

the immenseness of her power keeps my

known nothing. Ironic, considering Nica-

that saving the world cannot. I set out to

sense of the world's beauty alive in the face

ragua is so close to home and so accessible

plant gardens, make organic compost, refor-

of rampant poverty.

to U.S. involvement, like the Iran/Contra

est, cook with soybeans, build chicken pens,

One December day I ride horseback for

affair in the 1980s.

raise chickens for egg laying. Instead I learn

three hours up the mountains with my friend

from the people -

by carrying water from

Chunga and her two sons to pick oranges in

doors and windows of adobe houses. Many

the well, washing clothes on rocks, cooking

Chicicauste. We pass through forests where

without electricity, most without water, the

with fire and remudding my floor. I experi-

impatiens grow like weeds and foliage grows

people rise each day in a world without secu-

ence their frustration at the lack of rain and

on tree bark. All the while, we look down

rity. Beneath the banana tree canopy, pigs

at the overabundance of insects, which

into the lowlands, dried by years of drought,

Nicaraguan faces stare at me from the

tory and Photos by and
ourtesy of Meme McKee ('99)

where now hardly a bean can sprout. Indeed
the riches lie high in the mountaintops like
carvings in a dark hidden cave. It is no wonder that past civilizations scaled cliffs to bury
their dead in high places. Chunga wants 200
oranges and sends her sons to the treetops
to pick them while we sit with the senora who
lives among these high orange "orchards."
"Eat another;' the old one says as the boys rustle overhead. "It's not everyday you are here."
As my work with the women progresses,
also start working with their husbands.
The chicken-pen project involves construction in the beginning. Here, where history
has ingrained separate roles for the sexes,
people call me man-woman because I feel I
can do it all.
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Now there are 176 chickens loose at my

w

house, and my sister and I run around grab-
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bing for fluffs of feathers. I am quite exhausted at day's end, with 16 pens ready. To think
that I had never touched a chicken before I
came here is quite funny.
I am becoming close to Xiomara. I wash
clothes with her in the mountain stream,
among the rocks and roots strewn by Mitch.
We talk and talk, and I feel as though I have
washed clothes there all my life. Randomly,
we save a minnow and a tadpole from death
after they hoist themselves upon different
rocks. Which leads me to tell her of my science fair project about tadpoles in third grade.
As we walk home, she dares me to release
my hands from the bucket of clothes I carry
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The beauty of nature buoyed McKee's hope in the face of rampant poverty in Nicaragua, "the land of lakes and volcanoes."

on my head. I laugh and tell her while I have

the mountains. We have no true direction,

its side, dying from a stomach illness. People

learned the art of head carrying, I have yet

but only the promised word of the people

here let nature do its job, even if it is slow

to acquire the no-handed skill. She smiles,

to guide us.

as hell. Poor horse, I think. Its colt stands

and we continue, my bucket secured by my
34

On the way, we come upon a cow giv-

confused, peering down on its dying mother.

ing birth. After some strain, her calf slides

We continue our walk and soon discover a

As months turn to years, my foreign

out onto the ground as though over a grand

roadside crowd. Another cow has been try-

life becomes less foreign. Faces and facades

waterfall. He lies on the ground a few sec-

ing to give birth, but the calf won't come

hands and hers secured by her experience.
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slowly let down, and harsh realities surface.

onds, still covered in a wet film, leaving me

out, leaving both to die. Why is life and death

s

While we collect tree seeds to reforest the

to presume he is dead. But then there is a

hitting us so hard today? All we want to do

u

farms, we look up to see the hills in flames.

flinch. The eyes burst open and the head

is hike to the elf cave.

"We reforest,'' a woman says, "as others burn

swings around. Life has been born. We leave

John and I walk on and continue alone

it down." These days are hot and sweaty; the

the pasture and pass a bony horse lying on

for hours. An older man finds us and quickly
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horizon of water only a mirage. Another
woman offers, "Jesus suffered upon the cross,
and we suppose that we shall not suffer like
him. But we shall suffer as well,'' she claims.
In addition to religion, Nicaraguans have
many beliefs and tales to keep their spirits
high. Because so many things go unexplained drought -

a missing chicken or prolonged
I often see the truths in their

legends. So finally, one day, despite the
summer's worst heat, fellow volunteer John
Rethans talks me into venturing to the elf
cave that locals say is nestled hours away in

confirms that elves dress in red and wear a
Meme McKee ('99) returned to the
United States in November after spending two years as a Peace Corps volunteer in Nicaragua, Central America. The
former Montpelier editorial assistant
majored in mass communications and
minored in anthropology. She plans to
pursue a career in journalism. Read all
of the dispatches from her Peace Corps
experience at http://www.groups.yahoo
.com/group/2000Nicasmiles.

little hat. The elf we seek went away during
the war, the man says, but it is nice to have
him back, the old man says. We arrive at the
cave, and he leaves us to our peace, disappearing as suddenly as he had appeared. I
had only one quick glance at his eyes, and
there was something about them that I cannot forget. It leaves me to wonder. Later, on
the way home, John and I find a shady tree
and rest beneath it as we eat a little to restore
our walking energy: "Why did you join the
Peace Corps?" "Well, I wanted to save the

world. Didn't you know?" But does the world

much better. The chickens have been saved.

really want to be saved?

Here, she says, take these - your first proj-

Elf magic and other tales lift up my
heart as they do the people's hearts. But no

ect eggs. As my first two "golden eggs" lay
funnily warm in my hand, I smile.

sooner does my hike end, than I learn that

In the end, beyond the struggle of human

one of the poorest families in my area has

nature and Mother Nature, I remind myself

been left to the dusty country road. A

that every day begins and ends. Tomorrow

mother, long ago deserted by her husband,

there is new hope. I learn that life is painful

has now been turned out with her three

and life is beautiful, often within a few

children by her brother who has sold his

moments of each other. Just down the path,

little parcel of land for money for drinking.

around the corner, or over the hill there is

Now she has nothing but what the woods

another world all different from our own

will share.

but yet really all the same.

In June, the city buses in Managua are

When I came here almost two years ago,

on strike because they want to raise the fare

I felt an extreme guilt for being a "have"

one cordoba to make it three cords for a ride

among the "have-nots." But I have let that

but no one wants to pay that. It is a sad sit-

guilt go. I realize that we are all human. We

uation, because gas costs nearly $3 now, but

desire, feel, want, need, create, separate. We
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the people are poor. Another biting reality.

conflict. Human nature is something I can-
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It makes me more eager to see the project

not change. In spite of that or because of
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chickens lay eggs. They are just now reach-

that, the underdog still calls me and anyone

w

ing the proper age.

who will listen.
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A month later, I am deeply distressed

As my friend Luis says, "We might be

when Brenda, owner of the first egg-layer,

poor, but yet we still have fun, don't we? We

comes over and, holding back tears, explains

still have chicken soup every now and then,

how, overnight, all of her chickens have

and corn pudding. We can certainly dance

become deathly sick. One has already died.

and sing all night. We poor continue to live

We raid the medicine box, and double the

and sometimes we even laugh," Luis says

prescribed dose. The next day I go over to

with a smile. It is the greatest lesson. And so

check. Brenda is beaming and says

PERHAPST E POOREST IDF US ALL IS THE ONE WHO LOSES

H ,J2E & FAITH
¥ OF THE WORLD. I SHALL HOPE IT IS NOT I.
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hen Tom Ward walks out of

was to arrange the big 'Lakeside Jam' event.

alive. He eventually got wind of openings at a

the Predators office and into

I coordinated this giant all-day party hosted

possible NBA franchise in Charlotte and saw

he fresh air, he can see the

by the fraternities. We probably had 100 kegs

the opportunity to get out of Washington. "We

Tennessee Titans' 3-year-old football stadium

of beer, live bands, the works. It all came off

were commuting three hours a day, both my

across the river, gleaming skyscrapers tow-

pretty smoothly and we raised a lot of money.

wife and I, just to and from work. We had a

ering above him, and an impressive hockey

It turned out to be good training for my

six-month old. We said, 'Let's get out of this

arena beside him. Across the street, he can

later duties."

rat race.' So I interviewed down in Charlotte
and helped launch the Hornets."

see the original Grand Ole Opry building and

Ward enjoyed his time at JMU and also

ow of honky-tonks where road-worn bands

met a person there who would change his

He stayed there almost 10 years, gaining

life: Joanne Hopper, who eventually became

great experience in overcoming obstacles to

trates a major performance 41 nights per

with business degrees and moved back to

peop e w o t ought that in the middle of

year. Some would say he has a dream job: as

the Washington, D.C., area. Ward had only

college basketball country, Charlotte would

executive vice president of business opera-

one career goal: to work for a professional

never get a NBA team. ''I'll never forget one

tions for the Nashville Predators hockey

sports team.

writer from the Sacramento Bee saying, 'The

01~

· . . This is, ,ftmtll, Music City.

Tom Ward is no musician, but he orches-

team, his job is to make sure everyone in

"After getting out of school, I started in

only franchise Charlotte is going to get is one

August with the Washington Bullets (now

with golden arches,"' Ward laughs. "We were

Ward grew up around Rockville and

the Wizards) at an entry-level position. I was

able to grow to about 15,000 season tickets

Gaithersburg, Md., with a normal boy's

pounding the pavement trying to pitch

up through November, December of the first

interest in sports. He played football and

tickets, selling door-to-door. I was about as

season, then it just exploded. We ended up

basketball in high school and eventually

far down the ladder as you can get and I had

capping our season ticket base at 21,000."

went on to play junior college football at

to work my tail off just to make a living. At

Montgomery Community College. "It was

times it was less than minimum wage."

the arena is having a good time.

fairly obvious that I wasn't going to be a

When the call came about starting a new
hockey team in Nashville, he couldn't resist.

He eventually moved his way up to sales

Ward had heard great things about hockey

director, then marketing director, and then

from industry friends and saw the sport as the

He eventually transferred to JMU, where

took a detour to get some broadcasting expe-

next "rising star." Fed up with selfish attitudes

he majored in marketing and management.

rience. He left the Bullets and spent a year and

from NBA players and stung by bad team

"It's funny when I look back now;' says Ward.

a half selling radio time, learning all he could

publicity in Charlotte, he saw the move to

"One of the most hands-on things I did there

along the way and keeping his NBA contacts

Nashville as a great opportunity to work with

star," Ward explains.

HOCKEY TONK OUY
From left to right: Tom Ward stands In front of the
Gaylord Entertainment Center, home to the Nashville
Predators, whose first season Is chronicled In the book
Hockey Tonk. • Ward as a graduating senior standing
outside of TKE fraternity house. • Ward and his wife,
Joanne, at a Predators game. • In front of one of
many Predators billboards that he's responsible for;
helping to sell over 12,000 season ti ts--ln

1-------

o and mascot. • Representative o e
country music stars involved in the Predators promotional events, Vince Gill and Dixie Chick Natalie Mains
make the sign of the Predators.
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a committed owner and an exciting new market. "It was tough on my kids and I felt really
bad about that." Kelsey, Summer and Buddy
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had spent their whole childhood in Charlotte.
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"It was just something that I had to do though:
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I could see the Charlotte franchise deterio-
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rating, and I needed to make a clean break,
both from the team and from basketball."
"I came to Nashville Aug. 19," he explains. "The owner, Craig Leipold, said we
were going to launch in September. We had
no employees, no staff and no team . We had
a couple of coaches out scouting and that
was it. He said, 'And by the way, we'll have
six months to reach a goal of 12,000 season
ticket holders.' I was thinking, 'What the
hell have I gotten myself into?"'
Ward planned a series of events to build
excitement, something he refers to as "mile-

stone marketing." Much of it was based

Craig Leipold. "It won't be a big seller nation-

few years ago. We took this spark of an idea

around the striking Predators logo, a fang-

ally;' Ward admits, "but we've got a pretty big

and built it into what it is today."

baring saber-tooth tiger. All of the efforts

regional audience. It's going to be exciting for

were geared to selling 12,000 tickets, to

me to have my name in a book anyway."

A

the team often sells out its 17,113-seat arena

The first major event was a big party

happy ending. The organization sold over

over the 41-game season, many teams in

called the Icebreaker Bash. "Nothing was

12,000 season tickets and the NHL granted

traditional hockey markets are lucky to

sweeter to our eyes than when 12,000 peo-

them an expansion franchise. The pressure

come anywhere close.

ple showed up on that first day;' Ward

took its toll on some of the key players in

In its first three building seasons, the

remembers. "We sold close to 3,000 season

the organization, however. "It was absurd;'

team posted losing records, so Ward knew

tickets. At that point, we all said to our-

Ward explains. "I was working all day and

selves, 'This thing may work after all."'

into the night, six or seven days a week and
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Ward ran a series of targeted direct

I tell you, we're lucky we survived these days.

sales programs, then tied into the local net-

Staff and players were relocating here, people

work of country music celebrities for a bill-

were risking their careers, the entire fran-

board and ad campaign. The effective ads

chise was at stake."
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league when it comes to ticket sales. While

Eventually, of course, the story had a

enable them to win the NHL franchise.

M

The Predators are now the envy of the

FAMILY ON AND OFF THE ICE
From left to right Tom Ward surrounded by Predators
merchandise and promotional materials. • Ward,
president Jack Dillard and general manager David
Polle "break the ice" for the inaugural Predators
home contest. • Ward with his wife, Joanne, and
Kelsey, Robert "Buddy" and Summer.

that the staff had to provide a total enter-

showed Garth Brooks, Lorrie Morgan and

Ward doesn't hesitate when asked what

tainment experience from start to finish. They

Amy Grant with missing front teeth and a

advice he'd offer to aspiring sports marketers.

used "Outrageous customer service" as their

hockey stick. The tag line, "Got Tickets?" was

"Be prepared for some very long hours. This

No. 1 goal, focusing all efforts in the arena

a take-off on the "Got Milk?" campaign.

is not a job for someone who's not 100 per-

toward that end. "I don't really ever call it

The marketing team then parlayed their

cent committed. I've worked 70-hour weeks

the sports business;' Ward says .."We're in the

music business contacts into another success-

my whole career and it's not nearly as glam-

entertainment business:' Predators fans get

ful event, the "Hockey Tonk Jam" at the famous

orous as people think. I often regret not

programs that explain the rules, announce-

Ryman Auditorium. Performers included

having more time to spend with my kids."

ments that educate the fans about hockey,

Despite the pressure, Ward talks about

and plenty of diversions when there's no

the Predators launch as the most rewarding

action on the ice, including a house band.

Much of that first-year story is now im-

career experience of his life. "The fun is

"Our goal is to keep it fresh every game,

mortalized in a book: Hockey Tonk, written

starting something from scratch where you

every night. We know our players have long-

by Rick Oliver and the Predators' owner,

can help mold it. There was nothing here a

term contracts but our fans don't."•

Tim McGraw, Faith Hill and Gary Chapman,
with a taping made into a TV special.

Not fashionable and crabby at the same time mind you,
but JMU alumni have found some thoroughly dissimilar
ways to reconnect to their alma mater.

Mike Jones ('94) and Sam Jones ('91) don the heavy-artillery kitchen mitts to help other Metro Washington chapter leaders steam seven bushels of crabs, 60 pounds of shrimp and 100 ears of corn for the
sixth Metro Washington Chapter Crabfest in September.

Tara Riley ('99) and her m_other, Julie Riley ('99P, '05P ), model fashions from Ardley Inc. for a Madison College Luncheon m Richmond. Alumni from the classes of 1948 to 1999 joined more than 100
spouses, friends and parents for the event at the Willow Oak Country Club.

Alumni in the Richmond and Metro
Washington chapters gathered for a fall
fashion show and end-of-summer crabfest
for some less-formal networking and
camaraderie with fellow alums.
"The Metro Washington chapter sponsors several more formal events during the
year - like charity fund-raisers and career
fairs; so it's nice to be in a more relaxed setting with other alumni and just enjoy their
company;' says Sam Jones ('91). Jones joined
Mike Jones ('94) in preparing seven bushels
of crabs, 60 pounds of shrimp and 100 ears
of corn for the sixth Metro Washington
Chapter Crabfest in September.
More than 250 alumni, spouses, friends
and future Dukes reveled at Fort Belvoir's
Castle Park during the all-you-can eat
event. "We even had friends fly in from
New York and San Francisco;' says firsttime Crabfester Karen Hill Eye ('91 ). 'Tm
already looking forward to next year."
Also in September, more than 100 Richmond-area alumni decided it was time to
spice up the 2001 Madison College Luncheon (for alumni who graduated prior to
1971). This year, the steering committee
added a fashion show to the itinerary.
"The fashion show was a suggestion
from Jan Elliott Girardi ('66) and Mary
Massie Vetrovek ('67)," says Tracey Kellogg
('98M), assistant director of alumni relations. "We were looking for a fun event to
reconnect the Madison College-era alumni
to the university, and Jan and Mary's involvement helped bring this event to fruition."
Girardi, who owns Ard.ley Inc., a women's
fashion store, provided clothing for the
show, and Vetrovek donated home-grown
floral arrangements and decorations. Eight
alumni ranging in age from the classes of
1948 to 1999 modeled clothing after a
luncheon at the Willow Oaks Country
Club. Madison College-era alumni con nected with students and alumni from the
classes of 1935 to 2001.
"This event was so well-received that
we're planning three more events for Richmond-area Madison College alumni," says
Kellogg. "We hope to offer this kind of
event in other areas as well, and we're always
looking for volunteers."
If you have an inspiring idea for a chapter event in your area, contact Tracey Kellogg in the JMU Alumni Relations Office
(540) 568-3592 or (888) JMU-ALUM.
- Michelle Hite ('88)
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SHUfflGUMIPUDE
"Do you girls remember what I taught you in 1959?"
Grete Mortensen asks her former classmates in a thick Danish accent. "Sk Um gum t.p Ude, "
chimes Peg Allen, StarlingBradleyandJudyKinter. "I must have been out that day," laughs
Sue Allen. "That's foam rubber pillow," Kinter explains. "Irememberthatlikeitwas

yesterday. I held up my pillow and asked Grete how to say what it was in Danish, and she taught us all. I also remember
'mis mis mis."' "Kitty, kitty, kitty," says Peg Allen almost simultaneously. "That's a pretty good memory
for 43 years later," says Bradley.

Logan 309, housemothers and other reflections of the Class of 1959
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"It was a Sunday morning after church,"
says Sue Sybert Allen ('59), holding a 1957
photograph of herself and five Logan Hall
suitemates on the front steps of the residence hall during their junior year.
Last summer the six suitemates returned
to campus (some for the first time since
graduation) to recreate the 43-year old photo
of Marguerite "Peg" Crockett Allen of Harrisonburg; Sue Sybert Allen of Camden, N.C.;
Judy Grove Kinter of White Post, Va.; Grete
Mortensen of Denmark; Starling Simmons

Bradley of Daytona Beach, Fla.; and Patricia Graves Berry of Charlottesville.
Mortensen, who was an exchange student in 1957-58, returned to the United
States in 1997 and visited with all five
Logan Hall friends individually. But until
last summer, the six friends had not
been in one place since graduation - 43
years prior.
The six "59ers" lived in a suite on the
third floor of Logan Hall - Rooms 308
and 309, Mortensen recalls. "Three girls to

a room on opposite sides of a common
bathroom;' she says.
"I don't know how three of us lived in
such a small room," Sue Allen wonders.
After taking time out to recreate their
photo, the roomies inquire about whether
they can see their old room. Just then, a
student exits the locked entrance of Logan
Hall, and the eager roomies grab the door
before it closes on their opportunity. Climbing the stairs to find their old rooms, the
group passes a male student walking down
the steps munching on a donut and drinking a Coke. Feeling quite conspicuous, Allen
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JMU~~KS
MouseUp Media LLC

Erik Muendel ('98), center, own er and executive
p rodu cer of M ouseUp Media, sho ws th e company logo to fe llow employees Todd Mercer ('98)
and Don Steele ('0 1). E-mail the magazine staff
at mon tpelier@jmu.edu if your workp lace is
staffed with JMU alumni. JMU parents count too.

MouseUp Media LLC could also be called
DukeUp Media for the JMU talent that
abounds within. Half of the employees are
JMU graduates. Erik Muendel ('96), owner
and executive producer of Mouse Up, started
the company in 1996 with two fellow students during their final semester at JMU.
He bought out his partners in 1999.
Four of his eight employees are JMU
alumni. He met multimedia producer Todd
Mercer ('98), new media developer Don
Steele ('O1) and new media cowboy Jonathan
W zsalek ('Ol ) through clients. Jeff Butler
('91) is a former staff member at the JMU
Center for Multimedia. He serves as the
senior multimedia developer.

First in o series
about workplores - and fun
plores - fortified by JfflU alumni
MouseUp is a multimedia firm in Alexandria specializing in CD-ROM, video games,
highly interactive Web sites and Cybersports. Muendel says that it would almost
be unavoidable to hire JMU grads because
there are a number of alumni in new
media and video in the Northern Virginia
area. Nevertheless, he has enjoyed much
success working with Madison graduates.
"There is a certain character that comes
along with a JMU graduate;' he says. "They
are communicative and interactive with people, and that works for me."
Multimedia is a relatively new field. JMU's
Center for Multimedia opened in 1995, and
Muendel is not aware of other schools with
such a center. Other employees at MouseUp
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A PUB LI CATI O N OF T H E

JMU ALUMNI AS SOCIATION

Homecoming
"People
Finder''
using cyberspace to find your friends in the crowd
-

obtain contact infonnation for
friends attending homecoming. Or, they can type in a key
word or phrase, like Marching Royal Dukes, and see if
any fonner fellow bandmates
are attending."
Apple Computer provided
four iBook laptops to the university for use in strategically
placed kiosks around campus
during homecoming weekend. Alumni could log on and
J'J\H[S MADISON
search for fellow Dukes
throughout the weekend. As
UNIVtRSITY
an added bonus, hundreds of
alumni made entries into the database and were entered in
a contest to win a new iBook G3 lap top courtesy of Apple
Computer Inc. and the JMU Alumni Association.
The People Finder Web site and search feature for the
-
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lumni attending homecoming in November had a
unique tool at their fingertips - a computer-based
service that allowed them fo connect with each other
in real time. No, it wasn't a cyberspace dating service. "People Finder," an online searchable database, allowed alumni to enter personal information
about homecoming weekend plans, contact information,
homecoming events they were signed up to attend, former student activities and interests, meeting locations and other miscellaneous notes.
Wendell Esbenshade, assistant director of alumni relations, says that the push for this service came from alumni
themselves. Those who attended past homecomings felt there
were not enough ways to connect with other alumni and
determine if they were participating in events.
"There really wasn't any process in place to help alumni
connect with each other or 'find' each other during homecoming," says Esbenshade. "That is why we created People Finder.
This searchable database allows participants to find out who is
coming to homecoming and to know what events they will
attend. Each participant logs on with a password and can

Cl)

"For now, People Finder will be used solely for homecoming, but it certainly has the potential to be used for
other university events and programs,1' says Esbenshade.
"The goal is to make it easier for alumni to connect with
each other in real time during the variety of homecoming
weekend events."
- Denisse Paz ('03)
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JMU License Plates = Scholarships!
Did you know that you could supportJMU by purchasing a VirginiaJMU license plate?
When you buy a Virginia JMU license plate, $15 of the DMV's $25 fee is transferred to JMUfor
scholarships. In 2000, the license plate program generated $12,000 in revenue from the sales of
JMU license plates. This year it generated $16,890 and JMUawarded 17 Legacy Scholarships to
students whose parents are alumni. Does your car boast your JMUpride? If not, what are you waiting
for? Put your pride where it counts. Get a JMUlicense plate on your bumper today.

For details and online ordering visit: wwwjmu.edu!alumni!plate

After church one Sunday morning in 1957 on the steps of Logan Hall -

(left to right) are juniors and best friends, Marguerite "Peg" Crockett Allen, Sue

Sybert Allen, Judy Grove Kinter, Grete Mortensen, Starling Simmons Bradley and Patricia Graves Berry. Today, the self-proclaimed "techie grannies" keep in
touch via e-mail, says Sue Sybert Allen. "Now, we've all finally mastered computers and we keep in touch instantly."

quips, "We're the building inspectors:' to a
round of giggles from her friends. Starling
Bradley chimes in, "Yea, your mother sent
us;' prompting a chuckle from the startled
student, and remembrances of"housemothers' rules" from the group.
As luck would have it, Sarah Sample ('OS)
is in her room - now designated 319. "Well,
either they changed the room numbers
sometime during the last 43 years, or we've
all got bad memories," laughs Mortensen.
Sample, who lets the women take a
peek into 2001 JMU student life, apolo-

1

gizes for the "disorganization and messiness," but the roomies all give the same
knowing glance. "Honey, we had three
girls to a room, with three beds, two desks
and not nearly enough closet space for
girls who had to wear crinolines," Sue
Allen replies.
"We couldn't wait to move into Wayland Hall during our senior year," remembers Peg Allen. "It was brand new; they
were building it right next door while we
were juniors. We jumped at the chance to
live in a new dorm."

After pointing out the old laundry shoot,
the housemother's door and built-in-thewall phone booth stations to Sample and
her friends, the 59ers say their goodbyes,
thanking the freshmen for their hospitality.
Heading back down the three flights of
stairs the group offers condolences to freshmen making the hike with boxes of clothes
and supplies.
"I certainly don't remember it being
this hot;' quips Sue Allen. "Or the steps
being this steep;' Bradley laughs.
- Michelle Hite ('88)
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hail from George Mason University, Virginia Tech, Baylor University (Texas) and
John Brown College (Arkansas).
The MouseUp group has found that in
addition to working well together, they enjoy
playing together. "On those rare moments
when we find we aren't entirely slammed
with work, we find time for 'fun Fridays,"'
Steel says. "We most recently went out to
lunch, followed by an evening of bowling
and pool into the late hours."
- Sande Snead Fulk ('82) with
reporting by Karen Boxley ('OJ)

Capital One
It's no surprise that the biggest employer
in Richmond happens to be the workplace
of several James Madison University graduates. But what is impressive is that a company that employs more than 20,000 people worldwide would have such a close knit

JMU community. Of the 11,000 Capital
One employees in Virginia, about 200 are
JMU grads, according to Jeff Smith ('90),
senior human resources consultant and
JMU Alumni Association Board president.
Capital One even has its own alumni chapter, and Smith is president.
"I send out e-mail newsletters about
every two weeks;' Smith says. "Our group is
strictly word of mouth. There's no way on
the front end to really know how many
Capital One employees went to JMU. But
for every e-mail I send, I get about four
new names of people who went to JMU."
The chapter has also held four social
events, with the largest drawing about 65
alumni. One event took place in the summer of 2000 when Robert Reid, marketing
professor and College of Business dean,
and others from the university came to a
Capital One chapter reception to give alumni
an overview of the College of Integrated Sci-

ence and Technology. JMU President Linwood H. Rose also spoke to a group of about
40 chapter members in February 2001.
In addition to networking, many JMU
alumni have the opportunity to work
together in their job capacities. Smith met
Danielle Moore ('98 ) while she was in college and the two have recruited for Capital
One. "We have recruited heavily at JMU in
the past," Smith says. "It's one of what we
call our core schools."
Capital One considers JMU to be a core
school for recruiting because the company
has found JMU grads to be a good match
for its corporate culture and values.
"We've found that JMU graduates have
strong liberal arts backgrounds and that they
are well grounded. They have volunteer
activities, community service and other extracurricular activities under their belt," Smith
says. "They have developed leadership skills."
- Sande Snead Fulk ('82)
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Far new alumnl pnsldent, It's

JMU for life
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"My dad graduated from Madison College in 1968 and worked in resident housing while in graduate school; so my dad,
mom and I have all lived in Shorts Hall in
the head resident adviser's suite," says Jeff
Smith ('90), JMU's 2001-02 alumni association president. "I learned to walk in Shorts
Hall, so you could say that I have always
been associated with JMU."
You could also say he's a "lifer."
While studying business administration,
Smith was a founding member of the Student Ambassadors and the sole student member both of the JMU Board of Visitors and
of the Alumni Association Board of Directors.
"I loved meeting all the alumni and hearing
their stories;' he says. "This helped me know
that I wanted to stay connected to the university and continue to help it grow stronger:'
Immediately after graduation, Smith became secretary of economic development
for the Commonwealth of Virginia for
three months. It was one of 23 governorappointed positions in a program designed
to teach interns about state government. In
1991, he joined Capital One as a management associate and has steadily risen through
the company's ranks. A longtime volunteer
for Capital One charities, today Smith is the
company's senior human resources consultant in Richmond.
Smith has served in various offices in
the Richmond Alumni Chapter, including
president, and has been a member of the
alumni association board since 1995. JMU
remains a big part of his family. His dad
still works all the JMU basketball and football games, and his mom has worked in
JMU's Dining Services since 1987.
"My involvement with JMU started when
I was a child, but was cemented when I became a volunteer while an undergrad;' Smith
says. "I absolutely love serving JMU and will
continue to serve for my entire lifetime."
-

Purple pride is taking a road trip in a
new program called Madison on the Move.
JMU President Linwood H . Rose, select
faculty members and the alumni association staff are hitting the road to connect
alumni more closely with the university
through a program of receptions, university updates and faculty talks.
The program is an extension of Rose's
2000 "Presidential Tour," which provided
university updates and sought feedback
from alumni at a variety of events.
The 2001 Madison on the Move
featured speaker is James Madison Center Director Phil Bigler
('74, '76M). He will occasionally
be joined by Rose and select faculty members, who will address current hot topics in
the news and world of academics.
A high school teacher for 23 years, Bigler was named National Teacher of the Year
m 1998 by former President Bill Clinton.

He has served as historian at the Arlington
National Cemetery and is the author of
four books including, In Honored Glory:
Arlington National Cemetery, The Final Post
and Hostile Fire: the Life and Death of Lt.
Sharon A. Lane. Bigler has also been recog-

nized by the Milken Foundation and the
Disney Learning Corp. for his innovative
teaching methods. Meet Bigler and learn
more about JMU in:
Atlanta, Ga., Feb. 6
Triangle, N.C., on Feb. 28
Orlando, Fla., on March 22
During the fall semester, the alumni
association will bring the Madison on the
Move program to Washington, D.C.; Richmond, Shenandoah Valley, San Francisco,
and to the Southern California, New York
and New Jersey areas.
Check the Madison on the Move calendar at www.jmu.edu/alumni/madison.

CAN YOU TOP THIS?

Sande Snead Fulk ('82)

fflADISOD fflATRlfflODY: Brenda Boettler ('97) and Mike Beitzel ('97) were married Feb. 24,
2001, in Wilmington, Del., in the presence of28 other Dukes. Witnessing the Madison nuptials
were: Anthony Lopes ('94), Brian Healy ('98), Geoff Sulanke ('98), John Bureman ('97),
Cyrus Morrell ('97), Julie Dordick Sergio ('96), Heather Mitchell ('97), Liz Shinnick ('99),
Kari Baker ('97), Julie Greer ('98), Alyssa Huth Modessit ('97), Hollis Onufrak Batista ('97),
Maia Dhokai ('97), Jenn Malone ('98), Emily Fletcher ('97), Donnna Measell ('97), Debbie
Babroski Trautman ('97), Katie Herring Wyman ('97), Dawn Plaugher ('Ol), Margaret Davis
('98), Doug Popik ('98), Mike Radkowsky ('97), Irena Simakova ('97), Patrick Wyman ('97),
Brad McMullond ('98), Jeff Schaal ('OO), Vern Beitzel ('75) and Heath Grossman ('98).
If more than 28 Dukes attended your wedding, e-mail montpelier@jmu.edu.

•STAY IN TOUCH•
To submit a class note for publication in Montpelier, please refer to the class note submission form
and instructions on Page 51.

1934
Mary Spitzer Etter offers tours of her 100-yearold home. She is a member of the JMU Alumni
Association Board of Directors and the First Presbyterian Church. She is also active in the local and
district Retired Teachers Association and Delta
Kappa Gamma sorority.

19 48
Mary Frances Shuler Johnson retired after 35
years of teaching. She is the mother of four children and has nine grandchildren. Her hobbies
include traveling with her husband, reading, writing
and taking care of her 95-year-old mother ('23).

1949
Martha Baker Jones and Guy celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary with a cruise on the
American Queen in July 2001. Joining the couple
were Carolyn Jones ('76), Jane Fisher Bales ('57)
and Gloria Young Herzog ('57). While discussing
the changes at JMU from 1949 to 1957 and 1976,
the group encountered Wendy Maybury ('97),
the ship's photographer. "We highly recommend
a cruise on the American Queen, the newest in
the Delta Queen Steamboat Line," says Martha.
"And if you go, be sure and find Wendy. She's a
great photographer."

1964
Phyllis Waltman Burbank Andrews, Elaine Stratton Neal, Suzanne Ferrel Branner, Peggy Boyce
Mothershead and Rae Huffman Case met in
Alexandria for their 11th "Mad.Ladies" reunion.
These alumnae and their families have remained
in contact since graduation but the ladies took
their own get-away weekend 11 years ago and have
continued the tradition annually.

1971
Kathy Newcomb Bahen spends the summer on
her canal boat in France and the winter in Florida.
She and her husband spent eight years on their
sailboat cruising the Caribbean, Trinidad and
Venezuela prior to cruising the waters near France.
Georg Anna Kidd is the assistant superintendent
of schools in Mathews County.

1972
Richard Showalter earned a MBA from JMU.
He is vice president of Truck-Thermo King Inc.
in Harrisonburg.

1973
Deborah McKee Cooke is the integrated library
system administrator for Chesterfield County
Public Schools.
Arva Barnes Priola received the first National
Advocate award for work with people with hearing
loss at the Self Help's Hard of Hearing national
convention.

19 75
Andrew Molloy is president-elect of the American Probation & Parole Association. His son is a
member of the JMU class of 2005.

19 77
Brenda Bengtson was named Outstanding Teacher
of the Gifted for Region IV by the Virginia Association for the Gifted. She is a teacher at Blue
Ridge Middle School.
Laura Hawley is author of two family history
resource books and is writing a third book.

1978
Gregory Kandt is pastor of the The Church of
the Incarnation (Roman Catholic) in Charlottesville.
Heidi Stevenson Ludwig and family moved from
Mexico City to Gadsden, Ala. Heidi's daughter,
Lorin, is a junior at Virginia Polytechnic and State
Institute. Her son, Dan, is a junior at Southside
High School.
Susan Schuckman of Harrisonburg is a guidance counselor at Stonewall Jackson High School
in Quicksburg.
Paul Spraggs coauthored "Time for a Checkup,"
which appeared on www.telcotimes.com in August.
Paul provides consulting support to telecommunications carriers and U.S. government organizations. He and Rynzelle ('79) live in Leesburg.

19 79
Jeffrey Hugh Hill is senior vice president of operations at KMG. He is also president of his own
destination management and hospitality company, Due West Hospitality. Jeffrey and his family relocated to Montana.
George Payne is president of A.N. Culbertson &
Company Inc. in Charlottesville. He and Shelley
live in Keswick with their two sons, Austin, 9,
and Marshall, 7.
Steven Smith is chief executive officer of K-VA-T
Food Stores Inc.

1980
Lisa Boley is the pastoral director at St. Peter
Catholic Church in Lexington, Ky.

1981
Jean McClellan-Holt, Ph.D., is assistant dean of
student life at Elizabeth City State University in
North Carolina.
Alexander M. Laughlin has completed the MS
Cycling Century, JOO miles for the National Multiple Sclerosis Society; the Jim McDonnell Two
Mile Lake Swim; the Great Chesapeake Bay Swim
for the March of Dimes; the Jack King One Mile
Ocean Swim; and the Chris Greene Two Mile
Cable Swim in Charlottesville.
Sherry Lynn Moon earned a master's in social
work from Virginia Commonwealth University
and achieved licensure as a clinical social worker.
She is the Roanoke-area clinical supervisor for
Family Preservation Services Inc., in addition to
operating a Jazzercise franchise in Roanoke.

Marcee Swartz Whisenant moved to Germany
and will live there for the next three years.

1982
Joanne Caravana Bowers is an assistant gymnastics coach at the University of Michigan. John
('SO) is an assistant football coach at Bowling Green
State University. Their eldest son, Dave, is a
freshman football player at Kent State University.
Barbara Cohen is a freelance photographer and
works with the stock photo agencies PhotoDisc
and GraphiStock. She and Mark went on a twoweek surf trip/commercial photo shoot in Mexico.
Sande Snead Fulk was named to Inside Business
magazine's Top 40 Under 40. She is director of
public relations and marketing for Autorent and
is a freelance writer. She and John live in Chester
with daughters Brittany, 11, and Nicole, 9.
Mark Ragland was named Virginia State Volleyball Coach of the Year after leading Albemarle
High School to a 24-3 record and the Northwest
Regional Championship.
Lisa Snider works in the accounts receivable
department of Cline Energy Inc.
Andrew J. Stone was inducted into the New Jersey Passaic County Bowling Association Hall of
Fame for outstanding bowling achievement.

1983
Susan Edmonds Donner is an attorney in Norfolk. She practices real estate law and family law
and handles trusts and estates.
Marla Putt Ichnoski is a corporate inventory manager at B.W. Wilson Paper Co. She has two sons,
Logan, 14, and John, 9.
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Robert A. Proctor is manager of First Virginia
Bank's Woodstock office.
Ann Shackley is a system consultant for Deltek
Systems. She relocated to the company's West
Coast office and lives in Encinitas, Calif.
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Saxophonist James Cotton Jr. and his group, The
James Cotton Quartet, released its first CD featuring five original compositions by James.

2

Werner Franz Doerwaldt is in his 13th year of
teaching eighth grade at Johnson-Williams Middle
School in Berryville and was named to the Who's
Who of Teachers three times. He is a part-time
communications instructor at Shenandoah University in Winchester. He and Peggy live in Win chester with their son, Max Werner.
Kimberley Booker Hundley is a kindergarten
teacher and lives in Williamsburg with Vincent
and their daughter, Ty Garland.
Ann Pufko Roberts is a language arts teacher at
Dickerson Middle School in Cobb County, Ga.
She and Ted live in Alpharetta, Ga., with daughters Susan, 8, and Anna, 4.
Cele Serwitz Seldon is the marketing manager
for her husband's travel writing and photography business. She and Lynn work and travel out
of their home in Richmond.
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In late 1997, three friends
talked over several pints of
Guinness and toasted to building the company"we've always
wanted to work for;' recalls Doug Ramirez
('90). That foretelling pledge led Ramirez
and pals, Jay West and Chris Little, to
create Dominion Digital Inc. - or DDIG
("dee-dig") as the partners call it.
In four years Dominion Digital has
grown to 30 employees, who get into the
nuts and bolts of business processes. The
digital business builder provides strategy, technology and creative design consulting to companies seeking to transform their businesses for the Internet.
The company serves the mid-Atlantic
region from two offices in Richmond
and Charlottesville. Ramirez says, "I
think of our company as a trusted advisor and creative change agent."
Last year, the Richmond Times-Dispatch reported, "More than an architect
and builder of e-businesses, Dominion
Digital literally transforms businesses as
it automates them."
The company founders are the kind
of guys who like to take apart an engine
just to see how it works. They're big on
studying and tweaking business processes.
Ramirez describes a methodology of
breaking down what a company actually
does day-to-day into small parts, then
figuring out which parts can be improved
by changing the process, replacing a part
or enhancing via technology.
The company uses a multifaceted
·team approach to help clients conceive,
build and launch e-businesses. And their
clients have included universities, financial services and industrial businesses.
"The real revolution is to get an everyday business to think about the way it
operates;' says Chief Executive Gary Henry,
who joined the original trio in August
2000 after 25 years with General Electric.
"The vast majority of companies haven't
even begun to look at their businesses in
a very deliberate way. There's vast opportunities for them to see greater productivity."
Despite the dot-com downfall and an
economy that has been hostile to techbusiness, Dominion Digital has still increased revenue. The company's earnings
increased from nearly $1 million in 1998
to $3.8 million in 2000. And their success
has earned more than economic windfalls. Dominion Digital received the 2001
Ernst & Young Virginia Entrepreneur of
The Year Award for e-Business Services.
"I think we're just starting to scratch the
surface of how technology, process and
people can be combined to improve a
company's competitiveness," says West.
Learn more about this digital business builder <www.dominiondigital.com>.
- Michelle Hite ('88)

19 85
Ellen M. Drudy is exhibits manager for the
International Association of Fire Chiefs in Fairfax.

19 86
Debi Griffith Allemang is technology services
contracts division administrator and project manager for the Scottsdale Police Department.

Andy Trout is president of Industrial Solutions
Group Inc. in York, Pa.

1990
Kathryn Hertzler Arthur is involved in community singing groups and was a featured soloist in
Williamsburg's First Night New Year's Eve celebration. She and Keith have three children, Katie,
Sam and William.

Greg Bartlett and Crystal live in Chester with
their two sons, Jacob, 4, and Matthew, 1.

Rebekah McDaniels Barton is an elementary
school principal. She and Gray have two children, Emily, 5, and Zac, 4.

Ellen Holmes Borda is a stay-at-home mom to
Matthew, 7, Michael, 5, and Kyle, 2. Jim works in
technology sales in northern Virginia.

Wendy Battleson is the CEO and corporate
counsel of BE! Group in Zurich, Switzerland.

Richard Jones is regional service director of the
eastern division for Best Western International.
Jennifer is a stay-at-home mom and homeschool's
their four children in Lexington, N.C.

Catherine Udell Brehm is a stay-at-home mom
to son, Daniel, 4, and daughter, Margaret "Maggie" Virginia, 1. Chris works in the strategy group
for UPS. They reside in Alpharetta, Ga.

Keith Knowles earned his MBA from the University of Richmond and is a national account
manager for Eli Lilly and Co.

Cynthia Carter passed the May 2001 Virginia
CPA exam and works at Genetics & !VF Institute
in Fairfax.

Lee Koblenz divides his time between consulting
in the field of information technology and freelance work as an actor and voice talent in the
Washington, D.C., area. He is also an on-camera
spokesperson for PBS, a computer technology
instructor and a private voice coach.

Mary Gemmill earned a master's in nutrition
from the University of Maryland at College Park.

19 87
Karen Hinckley Gehringer is a member of the
counseling faculty at Daytona Beach Community College Women's Center. Mike ('90) is a web
programmer at Direct Mail Express. They live in
Ormond Beach, Fla., with their children, Tessa
Marie and Larissa Ann.
Thomas D. Gibbs Jr. is an account manager for
SAS Institute. He and Christa live in Purcellville
with their son, Jack Sandison, 1.
James Lewis earned a doctorate in U.S. history
from Florida State University. He has published
several articles on the history of forestry education in the United States.
Elizabeth Pornos Kellerman is a Nationwide
Insurance agent. She and Alyn work together in
an agency in Tucker, Ga.

19 88
Kris Gibson is a social studies teacher at George
Washington High School in Danville.
Mark Rendell is the principal at Titusville High
School in Titusville, Fla., where he lives with
Heidi and their sons, Nathaniel, 4, and Lucas, 1.
Rick C. Taplin lives in Los Angeles and has completed work as production secretary/coordinator
for two movies including Spike Jonze's Adaptation.
Kristen Anja Wynne launched her own consulting firm, The Wynne Group.

19 89
Andrew Callo is staff composer/arranger of music
for the Hamilton Music Academy in Los Angeles.
Dean Hybl is assistant director of athletics communications at Rollins College. He also wrote his
first fictional novel, Crystal Clear.

John Laffey is the owner/operator of the Gallier
Street Guesthouse in the historic Bywater District of New Orleans.
Patrick Nellies is the managing partner of a statewide employment law firm in San Diego.
David Peterson Teagle is a teacher and coach at
Mathews High School in Gloucester. He and
Rachel have three children, P.J., 5, Jack, 2 and
Sarah Grace, 1.

19 91
Lisa Ellen Binhammer earned her doctorate
degree from the University of Florida College of
Medicine. She is completing her residency in family medicine at the University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill.
Paul Brightbill is a supply chain consultant for
the state of Georgia for BellSouth Corp.
Laura Vaughn Dumouchelle is a stay-at-home
mom to Kyle, 5, Elise, 3, Claire, 2, and Alex, 1.
Brian Fields was named director at Brown,
Edwards & Co. in Roanoke.
Erik Hawkins works for Verizon in Arlington.
He and Mary live in Alexandria with their daughter, Anya, 1.
Scott Harrison Huffmon earned a doctorate in
political science from the University of Mississippi and is a faculty member at Winthrop University. He and Robin live in Rock Hill, S.C., with
twin daughters Hannah and Grace, 2.
Jay Shepard was deployed to Bosnia as an inspector general by the National Guard as part of a
peacekeeping rotation through April 2002.
Lauren Halle Smith is a social worker in Baltimore, Md.
Ron Bolen is a clinical nurse IV with Duke Life
Flight at Duke Hospital and earned certification
in flight nursing. He received a national award as
the executive producer of a video produced by

Duke University and wrote a chapter for the
National Transport Nursing Standards of the
Federal Department of Transportation Guidelines. He and Jackie and children, Conner, 6,
Hunter, 3, and Brianna,!, live in Durham, N.C.
Sharon Graves earned a master's in education
and works for the Bowie Crofton Pregnancy Center
in Bowie, Md., and ZERO TO THREE: National
Center for Infants, Toddlers and Families.
John M. Hinshaw is vice president of information technology for Verizon Wireless.
Kevin Mettinger is a drama instructor at Fauquier
High School in Warrenton. He is also an adjunct
professor in speech and drama at Lord Fairfax
Community College-Fauquier.
Marni Minadakis appeared in a show based on
the writings of David Wojnarowicz at the Blue
Heron Arts Center in New York. She also appeared
in an episode of HBO's Sex & the City.
Kimberly Dunphy Murphy is a stay-at-home
mom to Ben, 4, and Alyssa, 9 mos. She and Dan
live in Chesapeake with their children.
Julie Jurjans Steckel is an investment banker
with HSBC. She and Fred live in New York City.
Kevin Tapp earned a MBA from Darden Graduate School of Business at the University of Virginia. He is an investment banking associate with
Credit Suisse First Boston in New York. Maggie
('95) earned a master's in social work from Virginia Commonwealth University and is a clinical
social worker. The couple lives in New York City.

19 93
Karen Brooks is a senior meeting planner for
Cygnus Corp. in Rockville, Md., where she and
Robert live with their son, Brooks Perks.
Susan Watts Cash earned a master's of education in school counseling from Lynchburg College. She is the career guidance counselor for
Lynchburg City schools.
Susan Petersen Cleary and Robert live in Wakefield, Mass., with their son, Jack, I.
Carolyn Dutton earned a doctorate from St.
George's University School of Medicine. She is
completing a combined residency in internal and
emergency medicine in Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wendi Carter Foster is a stay-at-home mom to
Wade, 5, Grace, 2, and Owen, I. She is also a parttime piano teacher. Todd ('92) designs houses
for Southland Homes in Charlottesville.
Christopher Kirnmitz is a first sergeant in the
Stafford sheriff's office patrol division.
Ralph Montgomery is an investment banker for
Houlihan, Lokey, Howard, & Zuken in Atlanta.

Psychology. She is a forensic psychologist at
Clifton T. Perkins Hospital Center in Jessup, Md.

1994
Victoria Sims Duncan is a physical therapist at
St. Clare hospital in Lakewood, Wash.
Jay Henry is the chief operating officer at MidColumbia Medical Center in the Columbia River
Gorge, Ore.
Jennifer Lelacheur Jones works in the Halifax
public defenders office. She and Michael live in
South Boston.
Andrew J. Logan earned a doctorate in environmental science and engineering.
Jennifer Thompson McCaffery earned a M.S. in
nursing from the University of San Diego. She is
a family nurse practitioner in San Diego, Calif.
Kelly Kunclrs Meetze is a reading recovery teacher
at Tabb Elementary in Yorktown.
Sandra Detwiler Obernberger is director of development for the Americans for Medical Progress
educational foundation in Alexandria.
Anne Marie Denninger Parsons earned a master's
in library science from The Catholic University
of America. She works for the World Wildlife Fund.
Brent Saunders is an assistant commonwealth's
attorney in Danville.
Jonathan Walsh is a controller at Blackboard
Inc. in Washington, D.C.
Pam Williams earned a doctorate in social psychology from the University of Houston. She is a
post-doctoral research associate at Yale University in the department of psychology.
Andrea Woodson earned a master's in adapted
physical education/special education from North
Carolina Central University. She assists with the
Texas Woman's University basketball team and is
a member of the Lady Texans wheelchair basketball team.
Sandra Zagel is a stay-at-home mom to Brayden
Josiah, 2, and Abigail Grace, I, and a volunteer
with Campus Crusade for Christ. She, Brock and
their children live in Orlando, Fla.

19 95
Jeannie Palmer Boyer is an assistive technology
specialist for Fairfax County Public Schools.
Karen Lee Willis Gauss earned a master's of
education in mathematics at the University of
Virginia and teaches math at Burley Middle
School in Charlottesville.
Laurie Shields Hart is an office administrator for
C/R International in Washington, D.C. Jason ('96)
is an interactive television producer for AOLTV.

Laura Shepherd Shiley earned a second bachelor's degree in middle school math and science
from Old Dominion University.

Todd Lowman is a paralegal for the U.S. Department of Justice.

Scot A. Surovell and Erinn moved to Mt. Vernon
where they live with their daughter, Eva Marie, I.

Jason Kimrey completed his first major acting
role in the VH I movie, Forever in Blue Jeans.

Meloney Layman Toms is band director at Providence Middle School in Chesterfield .

Julie Michelle Reed earned a m aster's in nursing
from Massachusetts General Hospital Institute of
Health Professions in Boston. She is an adult/
women's health nurse practitioner.

Till A. Tucillo earned a doctorate in clinical psychology fro m the Georgia School of Professional

fflAHIDli liEnmc PATHWAYS
I had to read the letter two or
three times before I really believed I won the award;' says
Jeffrey Bedwell ('95), recipient of the 2001 national Manfred Meier
Scholarship given by the American Psychological Foundation. The award benefits a graduate student concentrating on
neuropsychology and demonstrating "great
potential in research."
"My research aims to contribute to
the process of identifying a better treatment or a way to prevent the chronic mental illness called schizophrenia," Bedwell
explains. Currently completing his doctorate in clinical psychology at the University of Georgia, Bedwell conducts tests
that examine first-degree relatives of persons with schizophrenia. These relatives
may carry- but not express - the same
genes present in diagnosed relatives.
"Examining [genetic] differences in
relatives may reveal 'markers' that one is
carrying genes for schizophrenia;' explains
Bedwell, who gained experience working
in the Child Psychiatry Branch at the
National Institute of Mental Health researching childhood-onset schizophrenia.
The marker Bedwell isolates is a difference in a visual pathway in the brain
that detects movement and location. "If
a particular brain activity can be shown
in these relatives, then this marker can be
used to conduct genetic linkage studies to
identify persons in an affected fami ly
likely carrying the genes for schizophrenia," h e says.
Bedwell hopes his research will support scientists conducting genetic studies,
eventually enabling the creation of effective medications and prevention techniques. For now, he looks forward to the
$2,500 stipend that will fund much of
his dissertation research and to the followup exposure in several international
American Psychological Association publications. His long-term goal is to join
the psychology faculty of a research university and to clinically evaluate and
treat persons with brain dysfunction in a
hospital setting.
Although Bedwell doesn't seek personal recognition , he says that he wants
to recognize the JMU psychology department, "because the faculty did a great job
in training me so that I could accomplish things like this."
Bedwell and his wife, Wendy Burkhammer Bedwell ('95), also a psychology m ajor, keep in touch with JMU Professor Emeritus of Psychology Eileen
Nelson. "She was one of the key individuals to inspire me to enter this profession, and we still visit;' he says.
- Ashley Day ('02)
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One might say that Susan
Phillips ('92) began her
art career at the age of 3,
when the talented youngster
began illustrating family
storybooks. After years of refining her
art, Phillips now showcases her creativity
through her own Internet-based greeting
card company, Mela, at www.melasdesign.com.
Mela greeting cards feature Phillips'
original artwork and graphic designs,
and Phillips explains, "Mela is the everevolving end product of a dream I had
when I was a kid."
Phillips earned a double major in art
and German and after graduation, initially chose to use the latter skill and
moved to Munich. She says that she loved
being immersed in the German culture
and music scene and that she was also
drawn to classical European architecture.
''A lot of my photographs [used in her
cards] are of places I visited in Europe;'
she says. "You really can't beat a Bavarian
graveyard."
Phillips returned to the States and
earned a second degree in graphic design,
opening the door to several pre-press
and design jobs. Although her heart
belonged elsewhere, Phillips says that the
pressure of making ends meet proved a
temporary stigma to an artistic career. "I
had not seriously pondered a career in
greeting cards even though I used the
opportunity at birthdays and occasions
throughout the years to design cards for
friends and family," she says.
Like most artists, Phillips couldn't
shake the creative itch and she "broke
loose to found Mela;' fulfilling a childhood dream. ''A lot of times I build on a
photographic image, thinking of what
kind of story it could tell," Phillips says.
"Sometimes I start with a dream, and
sometimes I just start with a blank art
board and create as the spirit moves me.
Everything in Mela is from my own imagination, which is a many-faceted thing."
Ideally, Phillips hopes for a longterm career with Mela - but the venture
is still in its beginning stages. 'Tm still
searching for the right market exposure,
and I advertise Mela on the Web and
throughout Virginia," says Phillips. "It's
harder to display your confidence in
design and your workmanship via the
Internet to potential customers."
But Phillips' dedication keeps driving
her toward success. "My imagination never
stops;' she says."
-Ashley Day ('02)

Edward P. Travers authored The Counselor's
Helpdesk, published by Brooks/Cole.
Sarah Mohelski Uy earned a master's in counseling education from Virginia Commonwealth University, where she is a collateral faculty member.
David Wilson is an asset manager for the special
servicing division of GMAC Mortgage-Client
Branded Solutions in Shelton, Conn.

19 9G
Joy Burke earned a master's in public history
from North Carolina State University.
Jami Jones Cropp and Jeff both graduated from
the West Virginia University College of Law and
are attorneys with Steptoe & Johnson in Clarksburg, W.Va.
Kelley Grant earned an MBA from the University of Memphis. She is a senior marketing specialist for Federal Express in Memphis, Tenn.
Melissa Grubbs is a second grade teacher at
Vienna Christian School in Vienna, Austria.
Kristine Hinck is director of public relations for
SoBe Beverages.
Jennifer Richards is a U.S. Army captain and the
U.S. transportation liaison officer to the Austrian
Ministry of Defense in Vienna, Austria.
David Wilkerson teaches English and coaches
wrestling at Fork Union Military Academy.

19 97
Alicia Davis Cooper earned a master's in public
health from Emory University. She and Scott live
in Silver Spring, Md.
Gregory Allen Froom earned a juris doctorate
from the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill School of Law. He is a writer and analyst at
Lawyers Weekly in Raleigh, N.C.
Jonathan Graham is a senior programmer/analyst in the IT department at GEICO Direct in
Fredericksburg.
Michael McFarland graduated from Officer
Candidate School and attends U.S. Army Rotary
Wing School in Ft. Rucker, Ala.
Susan Rodihan graduated with honors from
Rutgers School of Law. She is an associate attorney at O'Melveny & Myers in Manhattan, N.Y.
Deborah Marie Rowlands earned a doctorate of
osteopathic medicine degree from Philadelphia
College of Osteopathic Medicine in June.

19 98
Tracy J. Arnold earned a master's of education
and an Ed.S. in school counseling from )MU. She
lives in Franklin, W.Va., and counsels students at
two elementary schools.
Benjamin A. Fairfield is a member of the United
States Continental Army Band and is stationed
at Ft. Monroe in Newport News. He earned a
master's of music in trumpet performance from
the University of Miami.
David Chadwick Hrbek earned his master's of
divinity from Union Theological Seminary and
Presbyterian School of Christian Education.

Lisa Kilday is a patent examiner at the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office in Crystal City. She
lives in Alexandria.
Johanna Lohrmann, Liz Harvey ('99), Melinda Genua ('99)
and Laurie-Ann French ('94)
rode in the Washington, D.C.,
AIDS Ride 6 in June for the Andersen team.
Christina Speed Karvounis teaches fifth-grade
language arts/social studies in Virginia Beach.

1999
Kelly A. Dudley Ballantine is assistant band director and advanced placement music theory teacher
at North Springs Arts-Magnet High School in
Atlanta. Nathan ('98) won the 2000-2001 Best Use
of Technology in the Classroom award and teaches
chemistry at Norcross High School in Atlanta.
Michelle M. Bousman earned a master's of public health from the University of South Carolina
Columbia. She is a health educator for the College of William & Mary.

2000
Nichole Bigley is an account agent at the William
Mills Agency.
Sarah E. Evans is a Peace Corps volunteer and
teaches English as a foreign language in Uzbekistan.
Joshua Charles Kane works in the data field
services training organization within Lucent Technologies in the Orlando, Fla., area.
Kimberly Wethe is a subtitle editor in Burbank,
Calif. She is in training for the National AIDS
Marathon in Honolulu, Hawaii.

2001
Katherine Erlandson of Woodbridge was one of
180 students whose work was selected for inclusion
in the Design & Art Direction Student Annual 2001.
Andrew Leleck is a research assistant for Standard & Poor's Corp. CDO group.
Andrew Smith is a research assistant for Standard & Poor's Corp. CDO group.
Jamie Sue Ross of Edinburg earned one of 30
national Awards of Excellence from the Phi Beta
Kappa honor society. The annual awards are given
for first-year graduate study and recognize academic excellence in all disciplines. Ross will use
the $1,000 stipend for her first year of studies at
the Medical College of Virginia. Ross was nominated by the JMU chapter of Phi Beta Kappa,
which was established in 1974.

WlOOINCS
19 60s
Phyllis Waltman ('64) to John Andrews, 1/0 I.

1970s
Steve Smith ('71) to Fran Cunningham ('75),
9/15/01.

19BO s
Tom McKenzie ('82) to Emilie Mehrtens, 6/23/01.

Debi Griffith ('86) to Jeff Allemang, 5/29/0 I .

Todd Lowman ('95) to Cindy Kodama, 6/23/0 1.

Anne Phillips ('86) to Vincent Richardson, 9/18/01.
Kristine Kaplan ('87) to Kevin Peterkin, 9/29/00.

Andrew Moreau ('95) to Stacey Coffey ('96),
6/16/01.

Amy Johnson to Thomas Kraft {'98), 8/18/01.
Caitlin Stephens {'99) to Craig Sell {'97), 8/4/01.

Jennifer L. Holz ('88) to Patrick Henry, 5/ 11 /01.

Deanna Olech {'95) to Thomas Prisinzano, 6/2/0 I.

Melissa Karol Martin ('88) to Troy Patterson,
11/11/00.
Mark Hyer ('89) to Robyn Schudmak, 7/1/01.

Jeannie Palmer ('95) to Chuck Boyer, 5/26/01.
Julie Michelle Reed ('95) to Keith M . Leader,
8/ 18/01.

1990s
Patricia Cherny ('90) to Brian Darling, 7/5/01.

Stephanie Watkins ('95) to Robert O'Malley,
4/7 /0 I.
David Wilson ('95) to Margret Wild, 8/11/01.

Melissa Hollenberg ('90) to Jeffrey Neil, 5/6/01.

Alison Boyce ('96) to Nicholas Cotsonika, 7/14/01.

Laura Martinez ('90) to Patrick Lashinsky, 7/28/0 I.
Patrick Nelles ('90) to Shannon Marie McPhillips,
7/22/00.
Lauren Halle ('91) to Shawn B. Smith, 8/4/01.
Karen Preston ('91) to Marc Loeb, 6/2/0 1.
Matthew Kevin Duley ('92) to Michele Lynn
Helsel, 6/16/01.
Sharon Graves ('92) to Scott Greenip, 5/27/01.
John M.Hinshaw ('92) to Julia Williams, 5/19/01.
Julie Jurjans ('92) to J. Frederick Steckel, 9/00.
Margaret Scott ('92) to Johnny Zayas, 9/16/00.
Karen Lynn Stoots ('92) to Michael Koloska Legg,
5/19/01.
Mary Carter Ullrich ('92) to Jeffrey Eric Bowersox, 5/12/01.
Audrey Butts {'93) to Matt Conrad, 6/2/01.
Raminder Chadha ('93) to Nabeela Shakir, 8/10/01.
AmyS. Fitzgerald ('93) to Barry J. Fendley, 8/12/01.
Ian Record {'93) to Wendy Cevallos, 5/27/01.
Deborah Richerson ('93) to Daniel Bates, 12/31/00.
Kerri Rudin ('93) to William Braxton Bell, 7/28/01.
Melissa Barrett Stevens ('93) to John Anthony
Crowley Jr., 6/23/01.
Seth Ackerman ('94) to Rebecca Sysko ('96) ,
9/1/01.
Thomas Fatouros ('94) to Meghan McGee,
5/12/0 1.
Viola Janell Fields ('94) to Carlton Ray Holmes,
6/23/01.
Jennifer Gracyalny ('94) to Jason Loyer, 7/28/01.
Michelle Hong ('94) to Ken Mussen, 6/30/01.
Jennifer Lelacheur ('94) to Michael Jones, 4/21/01.
Andrew J. Logan ('94) to Noelle Garica, 9/01.
Scott Mell ('94) to Kelly O'Donnell, 7/13/01.
Brent Saunders ('94) to Alice Whiteside Norman,
I 1/18/00.
Deryn Schiff ('94) to Alex Feria, 8/ 4/01.
Victoria Sims ('94) to Skye Duncan, 5/5/0 I.
Jeffrey Skalinski ('94) to Meredith Diehl ('96),
10/14/00.
Kelly Schmidt ('94) to Peter J. Sweeney ('95), 8/00.
Alveeta Taylor ('94) to Walker L. Bower, 9/8/01.
Jennifer Ilene Bowers ('95) to Michael David Blanford, 7/28/01.
Megan Jane Carrigan {'95) to Jason A. Balfe,
6/23/01.
Lynn "Lindy" Daum ('95) to Kevin Zamborsky,
7/14/01.
Lori Farthing ('95) to Mark Ford, 11/1 1/00.
Tanya Llewellyn {'95) to Robbie Torrijos, 6/23/0 I.

Clinton Caldwell IV ('96) to Elizabeth Ortiz,
5/19/01.
Jami Jones ('96) to Jeffrey Cropp, 8/2/01.
Rob Kuncken ('96) to Dawn Shernce, 10/2 1/00.
Kristen Policicchio ('96) to David Goodman ('95),
5/12/01.
Peter Acerno ('97) to Kathy Hill, 3/11/01.
Brenda Boettler ('97) to Mike Beitzel, 2/24/01.
Jeffrey Kaminski ('97) to Siobhan Joyce, 7/28/0 1.
Kelly Kreiger ('97) to James Douglas Bohi, 6/23/01.
Trinette Law ('97) to Carl V. Randolph Jr., 6/2/01.
Jaime Orlowsky ('97) to Ernest Lee, 5/26/0 I .
Brian Bartlett ('98) to Lisa Lalonde ('99), 5/19/01.
Matt Cooper ('98) to Therese Wolden ('99),
6/16/01.
Amy Edwards ('98) to Keith Mitchell Cox, 9/15/01.
Benjamin Fairfield ('98) to Joy Ouellette, 7/14/01.

Tracy Jane Hutchinson {'99) to Patrick Reagan,
4/01.

2000s
Lori Ann Clifton ('OO) to Jason T. Staab-Peters
{'99), 6/9/01.
Michael D. Coyle ('OO) to Amy Morley ('99),
6/30/01.
Jaclyn Evers ('OO) to Andrew Bonham ('00), 9/1/0 I.
Tara Sowa ('OO) to Cory Brooking, 5/19/01.

fUTURE DUKES
1970s
Joe Kirby ('77) and Fran, a son, Miles Saunders,
12/6/00.

198 0s
Kim Swecker Clift ('81) and John, a son, Jason
Tyler, 4/ 12/0 1.
Michael Hoss ('84) and Betty-Ann, a daughter,
Katie Joelle, 4/19/01.
Kimberly Booker Hundley ('84) and Vincent, a
daughter, Ty Garland, 6/27/01.
Deirdre "Dee Dee" Moriarty Magro ('84) and
Anthony, a daughter, Caroline Amanda, 3/1/0 1.
Thomas Leap ('85) and Heather Lee, a daughter,
Chloe, 9/2/01.

Audra J. Fraunfelder {'98) to Chad M. O'Neil,
7/28/0 1.
Veronica Hodkin ('98) to Chuck Fox ('96), 5/26/01.

Greg Bartlett ('86) and Crystal, a son, Matthew,
5/31/00.

Katharine Hoffman {'98) to Michael Alan Akers,
9/8/01.

Allison Wheeler Jacobs {'86) and Lloyd, a daughter, Courtney Nicole, 8/8/0 1.

Katie Kelley ('98) to Kevin West ('94), 7/6/01.

Keith M. Knowles ('86) and Robin, a daughter,
Taylor Mackenzie, 4/01.

Lauren Kinberg ('98) to Ethan Colliver, 12/30/01.
Kristin McCauley {'98)
9/29/01.

to Matthew Rinn,

James Harold Money ('98) to Patricia Sufficool,
8/4/01.
Kira R. Nazelrod to Ryan Brucker, 9/22/01.
Darey! Adalbert Plue III {'98) to Tina Marie
Peabody, 6/24/00.
Christina Marie Speed ('98) to Peter H . Karvounis, 6/30/01.
Jessica L. Steelberg {'98) to Kip M. Kelly ('96),
8/25/0 1.
Charlotte Whitesides {'98) to Evan Cantwell
('97), 8/1 1/01.
Beth Chadwick {'99) to Kyle Kunstel ('OO),
11/11/00.
Sandra Choe ('99) to Phillip Lawson, 7/2 1/01.
Stephen L. Curtis ('99) to Leann Watson ('OO),
4/6/01.
Laura Anne Doudera {'99) to Jonathan Andrew
Dobbs, 6/9/0 I.
Meghan Danielle Firlie {'99) to Rawley Wade
Pieratt ('OO), 10/27/01.
Shannon Gatti ('99) to Graham Walker McCarthy,
5/ 12/0 1.
Mary Kay Haralampus ('99) to John La Barge,
8/11/01.
Casey Mann ('99) to Lawrence Hunt ('98), 6/23/01.

Ruth Elizabeth Wilsey Eisenhour ('87) and
Chris, a son, Austin Christopher, 3/23/01.
Kevin Ropp ('87) and Lori, a son, Ethan Joseph,
9/15/00.
Cheryl Stup Turner ('87) and Jonathan, a
daughter, Madison Leigh, 6/1/00.
Robert Bailes {'88) and Kristin, a son, Zachary
Evan, 1/6/01.
Lisa Armbrister Best ('88) and Chris, a son,
Hunter Christopher, 2/26/01.
Janine Johansson Bracken {'88) and Tim, twins,
a daughter, Katherine, and a son, Jacob, 2/8/01.
Amy Hager Fitch ('88) and Jimmy, a son,
William Ordway, 1/17/01.
Michael Kessler ('88) and Andrea, adopted a
son, Andrew Tae Seong, on 6/7/01, born 2/1/01.
Robert "Bob" Parrish Jr. ('88) and Laurie, a son,
Tucker Lee, 6/29/01.
Cynthia Babb Sapio ('88) and Rich, a son,
Andrew Richard, 6/30/0 I.
Laurie Walter Thies ('88) and Glen, a son, Brad
Allen, 5/1/00.
Kristin Anja Wright-Wynne ('88) and Frank, a
daughter, Ceara Aine, 12/30/00.
Jeannette Brill Calhoun ('89) and Ken, twin
daughters, Katherine Cornell and Danielle Sorrells, 9/2/00.
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Kenneth R. Halleck ('89) and Traci, a daughter,
Mallory McKenna, 3/30/01.
Catherine Crooks Hill ('89) and Corey ('94), a
daughter, Catherine "Cate" Bailey, 8/29/0 I.
John H. Lynskey ('89) and Elizabeth Cassella
{'90), a daughter, Nicole Bethany, 2/10/01.
Elizabeth Ragland Pratt {'89) and Truxton, a
son, Alexander Truxton, 6/20/01.
Kyra Dower Saling {'89) and John, a daughter,
Hanna Lynn, 8/4/0 I.
Andy Trout {'89) and Hilary, a son, Trevor Nevin,
4/28/00.
Brian Walsh {'89) and Amy, a son, Sean William,
12/30/00.

1990s
Kathryn Hertzler Arthur {'90) and Keith, a son,
William David, 7/6/01.
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Catherine Brehm .('90) and Chris, a daughter,
Margaret "Maggie" Virginia, 5/3/00.
Tracy Camp-Johnston {'90) and Daniel Johnston {'88), daughter, Kendall Hope, 3/6/01.
Laura Kinnamon Conner ('90) and Brad, a daughter, Brooke Madison, 6/30/0 I.
Margaret Conroy Cusack ('90) and Joe, a daughter, Audrey Michelle, 6/20/0 I.
Michele Ebhardt ('92) and Adam Cuffaro ('90),
a daughter, Lauren, 12/28/00.
Bonnie Heer Franklin ('90) and Rhett, a daughter, Penelope Kate, 3/29/01.
Virginia Page Healy ('90) and Mark, a son,
Samuel Thomas, 6/26/00.
Susan Wilson Rossbach ('90) and Chris ('88),
twins, Josie Wilson and John Hamilton, 7/27/01.
Robert Sledd {'90) and Jill, triplet sons, Robert
Walker, Jr., Jay Thomas and Samuel Casey, 6/21/01.
Jeff Smith ('90) and Beth Shiner, a daughter,
Caroline Elizabeth, 6/27/01.
Tom Sullivan {'90) and Claire Hurt, a son, Burke
R., 2/23/0 I.
Mary Bounds Zehe ('90) and Andy, a son, Thomas
Elihu, 5/8/0 I.
Stacie Ball Calder ('9I) and John ('88), a daughter, Alexa Ryer, 5/1 /0 I.
Alan Dorsey ('9I) and Michele, a son, Nolan
Thomas, 5/16/0 I.
C. Michele Sprecher Doty ('91) and Lance ('90),
a son, Vaughan Alexander, 6/12/00.
Laura Vaughn Dumouchelle ('91) and Tom, a
son, Alexander Thomas, 2/21/01.
Erica Hylton Garman ('91) and David, a daughter, Laura Madison, 2/3/0 I.
Judy Melincoff Geelhoed ('91) and Michael,
twin sons, Devin Michael and Jordan Lee, 7/2/0 I.
Kristie Reed Hanson ('91) and Timothy, a son,
Benjamin Stuart, 4/11/01.
Erik Hawkins ('9I) and Mary, a daughter, Anya
Elizabeth, 9/9/00.
Kerry Nadwodny Heck ('91) and Roy, a daughter, Kara Ann, 8/3/01.
Sharon Ferony Hupp ('9I) and Alan, a daughter,
Melanie Nicole, 8/24/01.
Sue McGrath Keith ('91) and Tom, a son, Alexander Thompson, 8/15/0 I.

David P. Klisz ('91) and Monica DiMartino ('92),
a daughter, Lucy Ellis, 7/28/0 I.
Jennifer Nibali May ('91) and Chuck, a son,
Evan Alexander, 6/2/0 I.
Karen Ashworth Page ('91) and Steven, a son,
Samuel Jacob, 11/17/00.
Sarah Lay Sapeta ('91) and Mike, a son, Samuel
Greer, 6/6/01.
Mary C. Skammer-Raymond ('91) and Steve, a
daughter, Gabrielle Elizabeth, 5/2/0 I.
Kristin Towle Wilson ('91) and Steve, a daughter, Ana Greer, 5/22/0 I.
Barbara Bach Gladieux ('92) and Kenneth, a
daughter, Margaret "Meg" Kendall, 12/18/00.
Jeffrey A. Davis ('92) and Jennifer, a daughter,
Madelyn Rose, 6/9/0 I.
Jeannie Johnson Forrester ('92) and John, a son,
Luke Anthony, 4/20/01.
Lara LoJacono Galbreath ('92) and Rusty, a son,
Adam Joseph, 1/22/01.
Cindy Blistein Mayer ('92) and David ('93), a
son, Benjamin Jacob, 8/22/01.
Kimberly Dunphy Murphy ('92) and Dan, a
daughter, Alyssa Jean 5/30/0 I.
Elizabeth Balut Scarborough ('92) and Steve, a
son, Griffin Wade, 7/21/0 I.
Karen Brooks ('93) and Robert Perks, a son,
Brooks Perks, 6/21/00.
Dawn Skjei Cooley ('93) and John, a daughter,
Evelyn Lilith, 7/1/01.
Sara Didrickson Grube ('93) and Mike, a daughter, Molly Katherine, 1/17/01.
Meredith Holt Kurtz ('93) and Rick, a son, Richard
"Tripp" Michael Kurtz III, 4/3/0 I.
Jennifer Carbary Loehle ('93) and Bill, a son,
Jackson David, 8/21/01.
Katie Howard Maiberger ('93) and Todd, a son,
Emmett Howard, 3/9/01.
Caralisa Thorne Montgomery ('93) and Ralph,
a daughter, Ellie Grace, 5/22/01.
Susan E. Petersen Cleary ('93) and Robert , a son,
Jack, 9/2/00.
Laura Shepherd Shiley ('93) and Matt, a son,
Matthew Zebulun, 6/19/01.
Scott Surovell ('93) and Erinn, a daughter, Eva
Marie, I 1/29/00.
Meloney Layman Toms ('93) and Walter, a
daughter, Megan Elizabeth, 5/1/01.
Rad Dansey ('94) and Michele, a son, Jacob
Isaac, 2/22/01.
Kelly Kunclrs Meetze ('94) and Alan, a son, Merrick Alan, 7/4/01.
Andrew Monsour ('94) and Laura, a girl, Maya
Christyne, 6/4/01.
Joanna Wyland Phillips ('94) and Mike, a son,
Thomas Wyland, 6/22/01.
Deanna Hoisington Platt ('94) and Andrew, a
daughter, Caroline Louise, 7/23/01.
Pam Wolpert Scharfenberger ('94) and Jody, a
daughter, Kate Elizabeth, 6/16/01.
Drew vanEsselstyn ('94) and Nicole Motley
('95), a son, Dalton Andrew, 3/13/01.
Elizabeth Cooper Wayt ('94) and Michael, a son,
Cameron Alexander, 3/2/01.

Sandra Zagel ('94) and Brock, a daughter, Abigail Grace, 9/29/00.
Lora Cummins Bennett ('95) and Jesse, a daughter, Marie Beverly, 6/ 13/01.
Karen Harris Bingham ('95) and Robert A. ('93),
a son, Johnathan Wayland, 8/6/01.
Heather Glauner Gray ('95) and Sean ('94), a
son, Conor Mather, 8/2/01.
Colleen Farrell Nicholas ('95) and Jason, a daughter, Mariel Joanne, 12/8/00.
Kristina Otto ('95) and Cliff Armstead ('91), a
son, Joseph Andrew, 4/9/01.
Kristy Wheeler-Scott ('95) and Paul, a daughter,
Keely Wynne, 7/2/01.
Sarah Letts Winig ('95) and Steve, a daughter,
Megan Elizabeth, 9/2/01.
Rachel Pohle Biggs ('96) and Brian, a daughter,
Erika Annabel, 6/14/01.
Leni Sugitan Brigham ('96) and Fred, a son,
Trent Patrick, 4/19/01.
Felicia Pickering Munford ('96) and Troy, a son,
Austin Conrad, 7/9/01.
Julie Rothermel Peter ('96) and Brendan ('94), a
son, Jacob Brendan, 5/28/01.
Holly Lichliter Buck ('97) and Jeremy, a son,
Ryland Cole, 5/14/01.
Eleni Kavros DeGraw ('97) and Allen, a daughter, Callista Dianne, 1/24/01.
Katie Geneczko Box ('98) and Jason, a son, Jesse
Hogan, 8/14/0 I.
Keri Taylor Crovella ('98) and Dennis, a son,
Jackson, 12/7/00.
Kelly Batson Hutter ('98) and Scott, a daughter,
Caitlin Marie, 5/27/00.
Lakesha Mays Davis ('99) and Lloyd ('98), a
daughter, Taylor Victoria, 7/16/01.

IN MEMORIAM
Eva Rooshup Kohl ('19) of Richmond, 7/13/00.
Jennie Mae Burrow Hedgepeth ('32) of Hopewell,
12/7/00.
Bernardine Knee Solenberger ('33) of Macon,
Ga., 4/19/0 I.
Helen Patterson Supple ('36) of Staunton, 8/5/00.
Mildred Goffigan Stanley ('42) of Hartford, Ala.
8/2/00.
Katherine Virginia Robertson Feagans ('43) of
Lynchburg, 5/ 13/0 I.
Genetta Dolly McQuain ('47) of Potomac, Md.,
3/22/01.
Anna Faircloth Booker ('48) of Richmond,
8/24/01.
Mary Jean Morrison Hatch ('49) of North Beach,
Md., 7/10/01.
Rosella Royster Pharr ('55) of Raleigh, N.C.,
6/30/01.
Mabel Botkin Persinger ('64) of Covington,
6/ 11/01.
Charlotte Dilks ('66) of Bridgeton, N.)., 5/1 J/01 .
Brookie Ruckman Bryant ('68) of Graham,
8/9/01.
William Brooks Borges Jr. ('79) of Dallas, Texas,
8/20/01.

Cheer on the Dukes via streaming media coverage - part of the
JMU/Ntelos Sports Network. Hear JMU football, men's basketball,
women's basketball and selected baseball "live" or "archived."
Visit the Dukes' Fans gateway of the JMU homepage at

.,

and click on "Game Broadcasts."

Use your Wmdows Media Player or select another
player and follow the Dukes in action.

Sports Hot Line: (540) JMU-6397 for scores
and highlights (updated regularly)
Home Page: www.Jmu.edu/sportsinfo
E-mail: sports-info@Jmu.edu
For lnformaHon and inquiries
Phone: (540) 568-6154

·------------------------------------------------otta new job?
ou just get married?

The alumni office welcomes news for class notes that is
no more than a year old. Please send notice after weddings
and births have occurred and after degrees have been
completed. Is this a wedding notice? Did you remember to
include both spouses' names {including maiden), class years,
wedding date and hometown? Is this a birth announcement? Did you remember to include both parents' names,
class years, child's name and birth date?
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Let your classmates know what's going on in y r Ii

).

Full Name {include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Class Year _ _ __
Address __________________________

Phone: home (

M

Please submit your class note to the Office of Alumni
Relations, IMU, Chandler Hall, MSC 0302, Harrisonburg,
VA 22807.

Is there an addition to,

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

51

State ____ ZIP _ _ __

work(

E-mail - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Spouse {include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

)MU Class Year _ _

Please anticipate that it will take approximately six
months, or two issues, for your class note to appear
in Montpelier. We appreciate your patience.

-------------------------------------------------

,1\Jpr1 ~1 , i :1.e r 137
Retired 37-year high school mathematics
d accounting teacher and first treasu er of
hat is now the Apple Federal Credit nion.
000 to endow the Spitzer Scholarspip
l' :Business and Marketing Educatiod

On Priorities
Even in the midst
of the Depression
we knew we wanted
to be teachers, so we
saved our money to
attend Harrisonburg
Teachers College. And we
kept saving, so now someone
else can attend JMU.
On Giving
We never had children, but as teachers our lives
were full of them. It m eans so much that our scholarships help someone else's children.
On Life's Big Rewards
Hearing one of our former students say, "you helped
me," means more than we could ever put into words.
There are all kinds ofopportunities to make a difference at ]MU To learn about them, please contact Katharine Dennis, assistant vice president ofcapital support, at (800) 296-6162.
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AweekJor the senses anclthe ·ntellect
c_~ Dukes ofall ages bond during Alumni C liege in Tuscany 9

Story by Elaine Toth Hinsdale ('85)
IJMUAlumni Association BoardMember

M

ore than 20 alumni,
spouses and friends
joined JMU President
Linwood H. Rose and his
wife, Judith, in a week of
touring the Italian countryside in August. Whether the
group was touring a 14th-century cathedral or
sipping a choice Brunello wine, the alumni

Ed and Emily Fitzgerald ('52) in front ofTempio
Di San Biagio, built from 1518 to 1545 near Montepulcianio.

travelers shared a
camaraderie that made
the experience all the
more exciting.
Through lectures
and walking tours, the
group learned about
ancient civilizations, the
birth of the Renaissance
and native agricultural
products, and had
opportunities to sample
the sites and cuisine of
this spectacular area.
On the group's last
night together in TusHinsdale ('85) andfellow alumni cany, Dr. Rose said, "We
travelers in front ofthe Hotel have few occasions
Corsignano in Pienza.
where we are able to get
alumni together from
various classes, however the Alumni College Abroad has enabled
JMU to involve alumni from classes throughout the history of the
institution. For that reason, it's been a wonderful trip for all of us."
"The trip brought together such a diverse group of alumni in a
wonderful setting," said Susan LaMotte ('80). "The relaxed pace
gave us plenty of time to reminisce and compare notes about our
days at JMU, or Madison College, and realize what fond memories
everyone has for our alma mater."
The tour included visits to the larger, majestic cities of Siena
and F orence and their famous cathedrals and trips to the
smaller, quaint villages of Assisi and Montepulciano. We sampled
fragrant olive oils, wines and cheeses and spent many hours
browsing and buying leather goods, hand-painted ceramics and
beautifully embroidered items.
"It was a wonderful trip," said Jane Thompson ('56). "I liked
knowing a detailed background of the sites before we visited
them. The educational elements made the whole region come
alive and made the trip much more rewarding."
Classroom studies included lectures on the lives of the Etruscans, who inhabited the area between 800 to 100 B.C., and an
overview of the birth of the Renaissance era. Alumni also shared an
evening of questions and answers with native Tuscans, who talked

Enjoying the scenic countryside near the city ofMontepulcian<)

about their memories of World War II, local politics and the educa
tional challenges facing Italian students today.
"We not only bad a wonderful opportunity to learn about
history and culture of the Tuscan region, but we were able to get to
know a diverse group of individuals who had at least one thing ·
common - a bond with]MU," said I.Jnda Everett Dacanay ('85).
"Because we represent such a broad spectrum of ages
classes, I think we all enjoyed our time together," added Nan Court
ney ('53). ''The whole Tuscan area is spectacular and the rappo
among the travelers was fantastic."

While on a guided tour, the travelers learn about the Duomo
ofFlorence, Santa Maria de/Fiore. Begun in the 13th
century, the construction covered six centuries ofhistory.

Discover France

Join fellow Dukes for the Alumni College in Provence, France.
Be a part ofbuilding the]MU alumni travel tradition!

July 16 - 24, 2002
President and Mrs. Llnwood H. Rose will lead JMU alumni and friends as they walk in the footsteps of Cezanne and explore the
historic region of Provence. "We've come to expect the ultimate in both education and travel in these alumni travel
experiences," Dr. Rose says. Travelers will participate in open forums with Provencals from various walks of life and learn
about the religious, political, cultural and artistic history of southern France.
Participants will experience the picturesque Mediterranean fishing ports of Cassis, the Palace of the Popes at Avignon, glimpses
of medieval life in Les Baux, the historic mountain villages and vineyards of Les Luberon, the cafes of Cours Mirabeau, Roman
ruins of Aries and much more.
$2,395 per-person includes round-trip airfare from Washington (Dulles) to France, seven nights in the first-class Hotel
Aquabella, three full meals daily, educational programs and day trips. To register, call Sherry King in the Office of Alumni
Relations toll free (888) JMU-ALUM. Space is limited, so call soon.
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A PUBLICATION OF THE

Homecoming
"People
Finder"
using cyberspace to find your friends in the crowd
""

obtain contact information for
friends attending homecoming. Or, they can type in a key
word or phrase, like Marching Royal Dukes, and see if
any former fellow bandmates
are attending."
Apple Computer provided
four iBook laptops to the university for use in strategically
placed kiosks around campus
during homecoming weekend. Alumni could log on and
J'IIHtS MADISON
search for fellow Dukes
throughout the weekend. As
UHIVCKSITY
an added bonus, hundreds of
alumni made entries into the database and were entered in
a contest to win a new iBook G3 lap top courtesy of Apple
Computer Inc. and the JMU Alumni Association.
The People Finder Web site and search feature for the
r - - - - --

W"'"-

lumni attending homecoming in November had a
unique tool at their fingertips - a computer-based
service that allowed them to connect with each other
in real time. No, it wasn't a cyberspace dating service. "People Finder," an online searchable database, allowed alumni to enter personal information
about homecoming weekend plans, contact information,
homecoming events they were signed up to attend, former student activities and interests, meeting locations and other miscellaneous notes.
Wendell Esbenshade, assistant director of alumni relations, says that the push for this service came from alumni
themselves. Those who attended past homecomings felt there
were not enough ways to connect with other alumni and
determine if they were participating in events.
"There really wasn't any process in place to help alumni
connect witl1each otl1er or 'find' each other during homecoming," says Esbenshade. "That is why we created People Finder.
This searchable database allows participants to find out who is
coming to homecoming and to know what events they will
attend. Each participant logs on with a password and can

....WL!aU:iCic..wt:1:e..t:1;catl~UlJ1¥-;
- JOOl.t..:;t::lllUJ:...tV!fil__lJ'.ty-- - - -

"for now, People Finder will be used solely for homecoming, but it certainly has the potential to be used for
other university events and programs," says Esbenshade.
"The goal is to make it easier for alumni to connect with
each other in real time during the variety of homecoming
weekend events."
- Denisse Paz ('03)
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JMU License Plates = Scholarships!
Did you know that you could supportJMU by purchasing a VirginiaJMU license plate?
When you buy a Virginia JMUlicense plate, $15 of the DMV's $25 fee is transferred to JMU for
scholarships. In 2000, the license plate program generated $12,000 in revenue from the sales of
JMU license plates. This year it generated $16,890 and JMU awarded 17 Legacy Scholarships to
students whose parents are alumni. Does your car boast your JMU pride?If not, what are you waiting
for? Put your pride where it counts. Get a JMU license plate on your bumper today.
For details and online ordering visit: wwwjmu.edu!alumni!plate

